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iABSTRAC T
This investigation has as its objectives improving and extending
of the theory of backscattering from rough surfaces with an eye to-
wards ascertaining a more satisfactory relationship between the sta-
tistics of the backscattered electromagnetic wave and the statistics of
the rough surface. Towards this end contributions are made in the fol-
lowing areas.
The approximations involved in the use of the Helmholtz integral
for the backscattered field are critically examined. The starting point
of this analysis is the Chu-Stratton vector integral equation for the
field at a point in space in terms of the time-harmonic electromagnetic
vector fields at the scattering surface and in terms of the free space
three dimensional Green's function, since no approximations are
involved in this equation. ( It is derived directly from Maxwell's
equations. Then each of the approximations commonly made in the
reduction of this vector integral equation to the familiar Helmholtz
integral is separately considered. Several of the approximations made
previously are avoided here; approximations that cannot be avoided are
examined in detail so that their ranges of validity will be understood.
In particular, the application of the integral formulation to non-
closed or finite scattering surfaces is considerech It is shown that
when considering a perfectly conducting surface, the neglect of terms
in the integrand involving surface slopes contributes large errors to
the backscattered field at angles greater than Z0° away from normal.
By proper choice of the coordinate system it is shown that it is pos-
_lu._ to properly inc!1_de the effect of these extra terms without
resorting to the use of the cumbersome Karhunen-Zoeve expansion
and the inherent complexities of the resulting mathematics. Results
compare with measurements far better than any heretofore published
solutions at higher backscattering angles.
The physical optics approximation is examined; this approxi-
mation permits one to write the total fields at the surface in terms
of the incident fields and scattered fields, which are related to the
incident fields by constants (reflection coefficients). The ranges
of this high frequency approximation are determined. The usual far
field approximations are re-evaluated and these requirements are
relaxed when applied to rough surfaces.
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Backscattering from non-perfectly conducting rough surfaces is
treated using the local Fresnel reflection coefficients to relate the scat-
tered fields at every point on the surface to the incident fields. The
resultant integral for the backscattered field written in terms of these
Fresnel coefficients is remarkably simple and to date has not appeared
in the literature. In this case, depolarization of the incident wave is
found to take place and for the first time the relationship between the
depolarized backscattered component and the surface properties may be
specified.
Closed form solutions for the backscattering cross section for
a class of rough surfaces are obtained for several statistical models.
These results are compared with measured data from the lunar sur-
face; besides prediction of reasonable lunar surface parameters, the
comparison as a function of incidence angle is accurate to a degree
hitherto unknown. Polarization sensitive backscattering cross
sections for perfectly and non-perfectly conducting rough surfaces are
derived for two statistical models both functionally and in curve form
for linear and circular polarization states.
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CHAPTER I
INT RODU C TION
In recent years much interest has been shown in the scattering of
electromagnetic waves from rough surfaces, judging from the amount
of published material. Particular emphasis has been given to the pre-
diction of surface properties froma study of the waves scattered from
the surface, with less emphasis on the converse problem, L e., pre-
diction of the scattered field knowing the surface properties. Reasons
why such studies are being made are obvious: many surfaces are inac-
cessible to man at the present time (planetary surfaces) and are so
distant as to preclude accurate optical observations; other surfaces pre-
sent difficulties in obtaining direct measurement of the surface proper-
ties (e. g. , sea surface). Distance in the case of planetary surfaces
precludes accurate optical observations because of limitations in reso-
lution.
The types of surface properties which appear feasible to obtain by
measurements of their scattering properties are such things as statisti-
cal or overall geometrical properties (e. g. , rms height, slope, the sur-
face height probability density functions, correlation function, etc. ) as
well as electro-chemical properties (permittivity, permeability,
2conductivity, etc. ), and even possibly properties of geological interest
(types of material, presence of sublayers, composition, etc. ). People
involved in transmission and reception of radio waves have known for
years that all of the above properties of the earth's surface affect the
transmission of signals, due to scattering by the surface.
From the studies already made, one can say that no one has ar-
rived at a satisfactory theoretical relationship, which is either exactly
or even approximately correct, between the scattering properties and
the surface properties. Many claim that rms surface slope can be de-
termined more or less satisfactorily from backscattering measurements
of a scattered CW signal by varying the angle of incidence, but even here
there is much variation between results because of the assumption of
different statistical models for the surface (e. g. , Daniels, Reference
19). Predictions of rms surface slopes for the moon by various investi-
gators, for example, range from about 5° to 20°. No one even claims
to be able to predict any of the other surface properties at the present
time.
There are indeed some who feel that there will never be any satis-
factory correspondence between theoretically predicted and true surface
properties, and who, therefore, believe that the best that can be expect-
ed is a comparison of the scattering characteristics of an unknown sur-
face with the scattering characteristics of many sample surfaces on the
earth whose surface properties have already been measured, in the hope
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of matching the scattering characteristics and thus determining the prop-
erties of the unknown surface. This seems to be the philosphy of the
many investigators who are presently making numerous measurements
of radar return from natural surfaces such as terrain, the sea surface,
vegetation, etc. However, from the various scattering tests conducted
on known surfaces, it is apparent that there is no one-to-one corre-
spondence between scattering characteristics obtainable by any of the
tests presently proposed and the properties of the actual surface giving
such characteristics. It does not appear, therefore, fruitless to this
author to continue searching for a better understanding of the scattering
characteristics with a view to a better explanation of the surface prop-
erties in terms of them.
In theoretical studies of scattering from rough surfaces, there
seem to be two avenues of approach. One approach attempts to approx-
imate the reugh surface by a surface having a mathematically determin-
istic form, or by a surface made up of many such mathematically de-
terministic forms; this type of surface will be called a geometrical
model. Rayleigh, for instance, studied scattering from one-dimension-
al, periodically rough surfaces and solved the problem for normal in-
cidence as early as 1895[ 41] . Others have extended his treatment[ 30,
31,3Z,33, and 34] . A good discussion and summary of studies made
on periodically rough surfaces may be found in Chapter 4 of Reference i.
Others have studied surfaces made up of many individual, mathematically
describable scatterers,
spaced half planes[ 37] ,
4
such as cylinders[ 35] , bosses[ 36] , randomly
a facet surface generated by a Markov
chain[ 38] , and a surface of brilliant points[ 39] . A summary of most
of these works is given in Chapter 6 of Reference 1.
The second avenue of approach defines the height of the surface
above a given mean reference level as a random variable, and then as-
sumes a certain statistical model of the surface (i. e. , assumes a given
form for the probability density functions and correlation functions).
Aside from Rice's[ 17] treatment of a slightly rough surface (which
employs a perturbation method, attempting to satisfy the boundary con-
ditions and Maxwellts equations after expanding the fields in a series) ,
practically all of these methods begin with an approximate form for the
scattered field based upon either the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz scalar inte-
gral equation or the Stratton-Chu vector integral equation. Invariably,
all of these methods then apply some form of the physical optics approx-
imation in order to relate the scattered field on the surface to the inci-
dent field at the surface. Isakovich[ 13] seemed to be the first to employ
successfully this approach, and most later work appears to be only a
slight modification of his treatment. After making the above mentioned
two approximations, many more assumptions and approximations are
made { e. g. _ a perfectly conducting surface, no shadowing, no multiple
scattering, Gausslanjoint probability density function, certain form of
surface height col'relation function), and finally a resultfs obtained for
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the scattered field characteristics which agrees with experimental meas-
urements rather poorly in all cases, and at best offers questionable a-
greelnent for angles of incidence within only a few degrees from normal.
Many authors in recent years have chosen to attempt to improve the so-
lution (i. e. , to obtain a better "fit" between theoretically predicted and
experimentally measured results) by searching for a magical, hereto-
fore undiscovered, surface height probability density function or corre-
lation function which will give a better fit, and have thus obscured the
true reasons for disagreement and led readers to think that the problem
reduces to that of happening upon the true statistical distributions of the
surface. The author believes that this is indeed a part of the problem
of improving the solution, but a minor part at present; the particular
surface statistics chosen are no more important than the initial form of
the integral chosen and the approximations made to simplify it and re-
duce it to the physical optics solution. That the initial form of the scat-
tering integral (sometimes referred to as the Helmholtz, Kirchhoff, or
Huygen's integral) is a subject of debate is attested to in the comparison
of the work by Hughes[ ZZ] and Beckmann[ Z3]; Beckmann discusses dif-
ferences between his and Hughes resultsand attributes these differences
_',_Fung a_d Moore[ 40], for example, choose a surface height correla-
tion coefficient involving six arbitrary constants, and then choose the
constants so that predicted results match measured results. See also
Daniels[4?] for a similar treatment.
to the assumption of different forms of the scattering integral as the
starting point.
In this work, therefore, the basic scattering surface integrals in
their exact form are considered first, and then all the approximations
commonly made to obtain a solution are critically reviewed. Many of
the most questionable approximations made in past studies have been
avoided here. The author includes a term present in the original sur-
face integral equations which is omitted by other investigators; this
term is negligible near normal incidence but contributes significantly
to the solution at more than about 15° from normal incidence. The
restriction to a perfectly conducting surface is removed and a solution
is obtained involving the parallel and perpendicular local surface re-
flction coefficients. By employing the vector form of the surface inte-
gral equation (the Stratton-Chu equation) , information concerning
polarization and depolarization is obtained in the solution; to the author's
knowledge, the polarization scattering characteristics have not previ-
ously been investigated in this manner. All of these restrictions are
removed and relatively simple closed form solutions are obtained at
the expense of specializing initially to the case of backscattering rather
•than the more general case of bistatic scattering. However, in almost
all of the experimental work done in the past and contemplated in the
future, and especially that involving planetary surfaces, only backscat-
tering n_easurements have been made.
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It is shown how in general it is possible to predict averages of the
surface height and slope, and even find the surface height correlation
function, without initially assuming a certain form for the surface height
joint probability density function. To obtain numerical results for com-
parison with previous work and experimentally measured data, several
forms or models for the probability density function and correlation
function are used and compared.
CHAPTER II
SCATTERING PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Discussion of the Commonly
Made Approximations
In scattering from rough surfaces, many approximations are gen-
t
erally necessary in order to solve the integrals involved. However, it
seems desirable to examine these approximations in order to ascertain
the relative significance and validity of each of them and their effect
upon the final results. Some of the approximations are stated in the
literature, some are implied in the literature, and others are not gen-
erally even recognized as approximations. Such an examination is
undertaken in this section, beginning with the initial integral equations
and proceeding all the way to the final physical optics form of the inte-
gral.
I. Initial simplification of the
integral equations
A true starting point to the theory of scattering from rough sur-
faces is the Stratton-Chu integral equations (Ref. 3, pp. 466-467).
These are
ib
-- l [j_ ( A -- A --• n x H)_ - (nX E) X _(Z la) E(P') - 4_ ,.
S
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A
+ (n • E)Tq)] da
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(2. lb) H(P') = +-- _ _co_ (n X E)qD - (_)< H) X i7q_
S A
(n - H) Te] da
The above equations represent the fields at the observation point
P'; it is assumed that the space in which the field is of interest is source
free, i. e. , that all charge and current distributions are confined only to
the surface of integration. In this case, the volume integrals present in
the initial form of the Stratton-Chu equations vanish, since there are no
space charges or currents in the volume. All fields are assumed to be
harmonic in time, and the waves incident upon the surface will later be
assumed to be plane of the formal =_i ej(k" p -c0t). therefore the
o
appropriate free space Green's function has the form _ = eJkR/R,
where R I p - P' I P being a point on the surface A= , , n is the unit
normal to the surface at point P. The surface of integration is con-
sidered to be closed, and portions of it may lie at infinity. The field
vectors E and H are assumed to be continuous over the entire surface.
In general, there may be more than one closed surface to consider,
but in the case at hand, only one surface is considered. The two above
equations are vector integral equations and remain such unless a method
of relating the reflected or scattered field at the surface to the incident
field permits the total fields at the surface to be written in terms of the
incident field; in general this is not possible at all wavelengths, but in
limited ranges of wavelength certain approximations are permissible,
i0
as will be seen later. If such a relationship can be established between
incident and scattered fields at the surface, the integral equation reduces
to a definite integral, which in most cases is still quite complicated,
both for many deterministic surfaces and for randomly rough surfaces.
As discussed on pp. 468-470 of Stratton[ 3] and pp. 107-109 of
Silver[ 4] , the surface integrals (2. la) and (2. Ib) can be transformed
into the following forms when the surface is closed.
( Z. Za) -_ -- -- _ daZ(P') ¢ an
_ 1 /' (u a¢ aUk)(2. 3) Uk(P') - - _ ,j k_nn - @ -_n da .
S
u k refers to the x,y, or z component of either E or H. Most
authors use (2. 3) as the starting point for scattering from rough sur-
faces, either overlooking the fact that it is only valid for a closed sur-
face or assuming that little error is introduced by using (2. 3) for non-
closed surfaces. Since all scattering surfaces of interest here are of
finite dimensions, especially when viewed from the far field, and since
in general one must consider only a part of the closed surface of the
S
(2. 2b) H(P') =- 4-_ an - _ da
S
Here, n refers to distance along the normal to the surface. For
rectangular coordinates, the above vector equations separate into three
scalar equations each of the form
i •
m •
Ii
scattering body (because of the difficulty in determining the fields at the
surface on the shadowed side of the object and near the shadow boundary),
this question deserves some attention.
I
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It is pointed out on pp. 468-470 of Stratton[ 3] and pp. 164-166 of
Silver[ 4] that when the surface under consideration is not closed or
when the surface field vectors are not continuous at all points of the sur-
face, then extra terms are introduced into (g. la) and (2. Ib) which ac-
count for the discontinuity of the fields at the edge of the surface or at
the shadow boundary (thus these terms can be thought of as due to line
charges present at the edge where the fields are discontinuous); these
terms must be present in order for (2. la) and (2. Ib) to satisfy
Maxwell's equations. A detailed proof of this statement can be found
in Ref. 5 (pp. 43-60) and Ref. 6 (pp. I02-123). Equations (2. la) and
( 2. lb) then become
m
( Z. 4a) E(P')
o
=_ ! [j_(_x _)¢ + (Anx _) x v¢
4w
$I
- 1 1 _v_- ds
+ (An" E)Vqb] da jwc 4Tr
lJ
C
i (2. 4b) _-(p,) = +-_1 1'
4w [j_(AnX_)¢-(AnX_') X v¢
Sl
g - (An. _)Vd_] da +_
1 ._!l _' Vq52" d--_jo_ 4_
C
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Without loss of generality the scattering surface can be assumed to
be a rough plate of local thickness, t, as shown in Fig. i. If it is de-
sired to know the scattered fields at P' in terms of the fields over the il-
luminated surface $I, then (2. 4a) and (2.4b) must be used. The addi-
tional term is the integral around the contour denoting the shadow bound-
ary of the surface, and ds is the vector representing an element of length
on this contour; the field on the shadowed side is set equal to zero in
this derivation, and hence the contour integral accounts for the discon-
tinuity between the fields on the illuminated side of the shadow bound-
ary and the hypothetical zero value of these fields on the shadowed side.
LLUM.ATE0
:s,
y__._ _"------""/_....y--.--- SHADOWEDq_ _._ SURFACE -- S_L
/_ "___ S_jR S_ C S 0 T%T_LEc T
7 = SHADOW BOUNDARY
BETWEEN ALLUMINATED SHADOWED
SIDES.
Fig. l--General planar scattering surface.
located in x-y plane.
R •
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The thickness of the plate is immaterial so long as the effect of the dis-
continuity in the surface fields at the shadow boundary is taken into ac-
count by the line integral term, and it may even be allowed to shrink to
zero if convenient.
It should be noted that the surface integrals of (2. 4a) and (2. 4b)
no longer transform to those of (2. 2a) and (2. 2b). In the case where
the surface of integration is not closed, as in (2. 4a) and (2. 4b), an
additional term arises in the transformation to the form of ( 2. Za) and
( 2. 2b) , in addition to the already existing line integral of ( 2. 4a) and
I (2. 4b). The result of the transformation is given on pp. 469 of
Stratton and is repeated here.
|
| - , 1 - r {- o,_ o_ _ 1 1 r - --
i j(2.5a) E(P) :--_ E_n- _ _--_n da -j-_c._-_
(2.5b) --'H(P)=- _ \ / H_--- qb_---|da+_._ _
E"as41r j _. on on 2 jco_ 41r d
V&,
S1 C
• C
It should be noted that the above equations do not separate easily
into scalar equations in each of the Cartesian field components as did
(Z. Za) and (2. 2b). In general, therefore, (2. 5a) and (2. 5b) are
more difficult to use than ( 2. 4a) and ( Z. 4b) ; the integrals (2. 4a) and
( 2. 4b) will be used throughout this work.
limited cases the last two terms of ( 2. 5a)
14
It is possible that in certain
and (Z. 5b) are negligible: for
example,
to sin @s, the scattering angle with respect to normal incidence; the
first term of (Z. 5a) and (Z. 5b) is therefore proportional to cos @s- At
@s = 45° it is evident that the relative magnitudes of the surface inte-
grals and the last two terms are of the same order; thus error in the
predicted scattered fields may become as great as 100% at es = 45° if
these latter terms are dropped. It is not surprising that predicted
results for backscattering thus far begin to deviate significantly from
their measured values at about Z0 ° incidence angle when Eq. ( 2. 3) is
used as a starting point.
Beckmann[Ref. I, p. 180] makes the statement,
integral" ( i.e. ,
are not closed,
III, one may regard the rough s_ rface S as a part of any closed sur-
face S', of which only S has a non-vanishing reflection coefficient;
the remaining integral over S-S' is then easily shown to vanish so
that there is no need to introduce the surface S' . " The above state-
ment, although it sounds logical, appears to be an erroneous simpli-
fication. In the first place, the fields at the surface when passing
from S to S' will suffer a discontinuity (e. g. , consider as the extreme
case that S is perfectly conducting and S' is free space); this violates
Silver[Ref. 4, p. 165] shows that these terms are proportional
"The Helrnholtz
Eq. (2. 3) here) "is easily applied to surfaces that
e. g. , in our application to a rough surface in Chapter
4 I
I
I
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the requirement that the fields be everywhere continuous over the closed
surface, which is recognized as a necessary requirement by Beckmann
(p. 178). Secondly, although it is true that the integration over a sur-
face S' with zero reflection coefficients can be shown to vanish, the
remaining integral over a non-closed surface giving a field component
at P' does not satisfy Maxwell's equation. This simplification is not
made by Beckmann alone; many in the literature either make similar
statements or use as starting points results of others who have made
such assumptions (e. g. , Davies, Daniels, Ament, etc. ).
The Helmholtz integral (2. 3) suffers from other inadequacies
also. It yields little information about depolarization due to surface
roughness. Consider as an example backscattering, where the inci-
dent wave is polarized in one of the three rectangular directions, e. g. ,
H iy = Hzi =0, H xi _ 0. Then u k = H x in (g. 3), but it is difficult to see
_-_._ _- 4-'[.._ _ n .............. y......... rc _a _ =,_y _n],,_nn fo_ H__ or H z at P' from (2. 3), due to
the absence of an incident field in these directions. Yet _epo_r_-14
zation is both an experimental fact in this case and a seemingly
reasonable phenomenon. As will be seen later, depolarization can
be studied and predicted quantitatively if (2.4a) and ( Z. 4b) are used
as a starting point.
16
2. The far field approximations
In most applications, the scattered field of interest is far removed
from the radiating or scattering object; however, to avoid possible am-
biguities in definition of the far-zone or far field, the following approxi-
mations are stated here and considered in this section.
(a) R>> D,
(b) R>>×,
(c) R> _ .
k
Here, R is the distance between any point on the scattering sur-
face and the field point and D is the largest dimension of the surface.
The first approximation merely means that the distance between
field point and scatterer is large in terms of the size of the scatterer,
or in terms of the maximum dilaension of the illuminated region of the
scattering body. All of the cases to be considered in this analysis
meet this requirement.
The second approximation that distance between object and scat-
terer is very large compared to wavelength will also be satisfied in all
cases under consideration in this analysis.
The third approximation is the most commonly used definition
of the far-zone region. It can k_ shown, however, that this require-
ment is not necessary in the case at hand where the scattering surface
I
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is rough; it can therefore be ignored. _ This should allay the skepticism
of many who have undoubtedly noted or read that the earth is in the "near
field" of the moon (the entire lunar body being considered the scatterer)
at centimeter wavelengths when criterion (c) is used to determine far
and near field regions. Therefore, all results derived in this analysis
can be applied to the lunar surface, since it meets requirements (a) and
(b).
Approximation (b) permits terms in R -I to be neglected compared
with terms in k -I", such terms arise when one takes the gradient of the
Green's function, (_, as indicated in (2. 4a) and (2.4b). Approximation
(a) permits one to consider that lines from all points on the scattering
object to the field point are essentially parallel. Both of these as-
sumptions are now used to simplify ( 2. 4a) and (2. 4b). Only the
results are stated here; the reader interested in their proof can find
_ Demonstration of the validity of this statement is given in Appendix
B for the case of the Gaussian surface statistical model. The reader
is advised to read through the analysis of this statistical model in the
main body before attempting to read Appendix B however.
_ The development here is similar to that of Silver[ Ref. 4, pp. 80-
90) with the exception that he considers only a perfect conducting sur-
face. Also, Silver employs a plane wave representation of
mill=Hmi° eJ(_t - k" P) and therefore a Green 's function (_ = e-jkR/R;
this gives rise to differences in signs of some of the terms in the
results. The time dependence used here agrees with that of Stratton.
First of all, the line integrals in (Z. 4a) and (g. 4b)
verted to surface integrals using Stoke's theorem.
can be con-
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(2. 6a) _ V¢ H • ds : {-[(An X H) V] gq _j_¢ (An • --E)Vq}
$I
da
(Z. 6b) V(_E" d--s: {-[(An X E) V]V(_ + j_b(An " H) V(P} da
Sl
When the line integrals in (Z. 4a) and (2. 4b) are replaced by their
equivalent surface integrals according to the above two equations, the
last term of each of the above two cancel with the last terms of the
original surface integrals to yield
-- 1 l I'___ m • --( 2. 7a) E(P') j_c 4_r
$1
{[(An V]V+kZ(An X[)
-jco( (An X E') X V } ¢, da
1
A(g. 7b) H(P') - 1 1 {[ (n X E)
jw_. 4_r
S1
v] v + A x
X H) XV }_p da
Z Z
where k : co b( .
A
Referring to Fig. 1 and defining t] to be the unit vector in the
direction of P' from the surface point P, the following results are
stated here:
A R
(Z. 8a) _ =-- ;
R
(z. 8b)
, where V is the gradient with respect to the
surface point P.
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(z. 8c)
Z
-- de [(An
(z. 8d)
= [_T 2jkR kZ] ¢[ (An XH) " ^ Arl] _3
_ dz(_
CAnXE) • We- z
dR
[(An "%]^
• rl
_ IR Zjk kZ] d_ [ (An XE --) _]AZ R "
Using ( Z. 8 ) in ( Z. 7a) and (Z. 7b) and regrouping, one finds
(Z. 9a) -- 1 1 _' A --A
E(P') = jo_--T" 4"-'_ ,a {kZ[ (An X H) - '1 " (An X H)T]]
S,
- k_[(An x_-) X_]} qbda+
( Z. 9b)
-- i 1 (' A --A
H(P')- .-- j {kZ[(An XE') -T 1 • (An XE)-q]jco_ 4Tr
$1
-
+ k_[(An XH) XArl] } Cda+ O
The last term in each of the above equations represents all terms
of the integrand which approach zero as R -_at least as fast as i/RZ;
these terms are therefore neglected according to approximation {b).
A A -- A
It may also be noticed t_ the term D" (n X H) _ removes the
2O
A _ A
component of n X H in the direction, _, of wave travel from the surface
to the field point, P'; this meets the requirement that in the far field the
E and H components be perpendicular to the direction of propagation only.
If the dimensions of the scattering surface are small compared to
R, then the Green's Function can be approximated as
ejkR
( 2. 10a) ¢ _
-- Ro
where R o = constant = distance from the origin, which is located
somewhere in the surface.
If R and R o are very large compared to any surface dimension
(approximation (a)); then they are approximately parallel; assuming
they are parallel, one can state that
A m
(Z. 10b) R_ R o - _ " r
I
in the far field, r, as shown in Fig. i is the vector from the origin to
the point P on the surface. Therefore, the Green's function becomes
( z. iOc) _p_-
I
A m
eJkRo-jk_, r
R o
_= The additional quadratic phase distortion term which is included
in (Z. 10b) when approximation (c) is not satisfied is omitted here,
since its effect on the desired answer is negligible as shown in
Appendix B.
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When (Z. 10c) is substituted into (Z. 9a) and (2.9b) and the results
simplified, one obtains,
(2. lla)
_-(p,) j_o_ eJkRo I' A -- A -- A=- {(n XH) XH)
4_ R o $I
-- A
-Y{An XE) X.,}
A
-jk .T
e da ,
(z. llb)
__ j_o{ eJkRo '
H(P') = !
4_r R o $I
{(A -- A -- An X E) -I 3 - (An X E} 11
A
-- A -ik_. r
+ Z {An X H) X _} e _ " da,
where
It will be stated again that the first two approximations made in
this section to obtain (2. lla) and (Z. lib) are valid for the class of
problems being considered. Therefore, up to this point, no approxi-
mations have been made which will seriously affect the accuracy of the
results in the far field.
3. The assumption of a perfectly
conducting surface
Most authors at one point or another make the assumption that
the scattering surface may be considered perfectly conducting.
Intuitively and logically, one would feel that this assumption seriously
restricts the class of surfaces for which the results are meaningful.
Whether one can attempt to use the results for a perfectly conducting
surface to predict the scattering properties of the lunar surface is
I
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indeed questionable. The application of this restriction does, of course,
simplify the solution of the integral equations considerably. For a
perfect conductor, it is true that at the surface ^ -- --n × E = O. Therefore,
equations (Z. lla) and (Z. llb) will reduce to
( 2. 1Za) _(P') = - j_°Fl eJkR° "\"
41r Ro "$1
A
[(An XH) -q. (nXH) q] e -jkrl'r da
• A
-- 1' -- A - jk_q • r(2. 12b) H(P') = jk eJkRo [ (An)< H) X _] e da
4_r R
o $1
Equation (2. 12b) is the simpler of the two and is often seen in the
literature as the starting point f_r most rough surface problems. This
equation could have been derived much more simply for the perfectly
A
conducting surface directly from (2. 4b), since n " H is zero at the sur-
face of a perfect conductor and E " ds is zero along the edge of a per-
fect conductor.
The author will not attempt to discuss the merits of the perfectly
conducting surface assumption at this point; results will be found for
both the perfectly conducting surface and for the non-perfectly conduct-
ing surface in a later section and the reader can make the comparison.
I
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4. The physical optics approxi-
mation
The physical optics approximation is made by everyone thus far in
the literature who takes the surface integral approach to the scattering
problem. The term "physical optics"
ferent people to mean different things.
, unfortunately_ is used by dif-
This author will use physical
optics to denote the approximation which attempts to express the fields
reflected from the surface at a local point P in terms of a constant
times the incident fields at that point on the surface; this constant, or
reflection coefficient, is a function of the local angle of incidence, the
direction of polarization of the incident wave with respect to the local
plane of incidences and finally the electrical properties of the surface.
In order to express the reflected field at the surface in this manner, it
is necessary to assume that the reflected field near the surface at every
point of the surface is a plane wave. It is this assumption which places
serious restrictions on the classes of surfaces under consideration.
As most authors state, and correctly so, this assumption is valid only
as the ratio of wavelength to local radius of curvature of the surface
shrinks to zero at every point of the surface. When the surface is per-
fectly conducting, this assumption may be written as An × I_i A _r=n X =
1 A
n X H at the surface; another way of stating the same result is in
terms of the surface current density, J;
-- A -- A --i
(2. 13) J =n XH =2n XH
Z4
at the surface. This equation is easily verified if the reflected wave,
_r is assumed to be plane since ^ _i, n X ( +_r) =_O is always true at
_r --ia perfect conductor and for plane waves, and H are related to Er
and_i respectively by the same constant.
When the surface is not perfectly conducting, the reflected waves
are related to the incident wave in the physical optics approximation by
the following equations, derived by Stratton[Ref. 3, pp. 49Z-510] ,
( Z. 14a)
k o cos 0i _/k z z
Er s -_o s -ko sinZ @i _i = p± E± ,
I J Z ±
_sko Cos @i + _o ksz -ko sinZ 8i
for the component of the incide1,_r-i_ field perpendicular to the local
plane of incidence, and
^ kz cos e. _ sko z 2k s - k o sinZ @i
--r= X
(Z. 14b) n r X E u z k o 4"" _ z sin z @iPoks cos @i + _s ks-ko
^= p, ni X E ,
for the component of the incident _i field which lies in the local plane
of incidence.
A
The unit vector n i points along the direction of propagation of
the incident wave, while the unit vector Anr points in the direction of
specular reflection from the surface at the surface point in question.
Here it is assumed that the region containing the field point P' is
free space, having b_= _o' ( = _o' and k = k o = 0_; the surface has
I
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= Ms and k s = _/_0Z_s_s + J_°s_s. Therefore p± and 9, can in general
be complex, especially when the surface is not a perfect dielectric
where _s = 0.
Thus, when using the physical optics approximations of (Z. 13),
(Z. 14a), or (Z. 14b), the total E and H fields at the surface can be ex-
pressed entirely in terms of the incident fields, and the integral equa-
tions (Z. lla) and (2. llb) reduce to definite integrals. Up to the
present time, the actual integral equations (Z. lla) and (Z. llb) have
never been solved for the case where the surface height is represented
by a random variable; only after the use of the physical optics approxi-
mation and the reduction to a definite integral has anyone ever solved
the problem. Hence, where the physical optics approximation is valid,
solutions for the scattered fields and power have been obtained which
are none the less still somewhat at variance with measured data due to
the other assu____ptions made in their solutions. The question to be
raised at this point is the following. _ how much less than unity must the
ratio of wavelength to surface radius of curvature be in order for the
physical optics approximation to be valid. Many authors intuitively
state that when wavelength is of the same order of magnitude of sur-
face radius of curvature, physical optics begins to break down. In
order to see more precisely and quantitatively at what ratio physical
optics begins to break down, plots of surface current induced on a
perfectly conducting infinitely long circular cylinder by incident plane
i
Z6
waves are made as a function of ka = 2_ra/)_, where a = radius of cylin-
der ( see Figs. 2 and 3). Two cases are considered: (i) magnetic
field polarized perpendicular to the cylinder axis, producing only an
axial surface current, and (Z) magnetic field polarized parallel to the
cylinder axis, producing only a circumferential surface current. The
surface current magnitudes are normalized with respect to the physical
optics prediction and the surface current phase angles are subtracted
from those predicted from physical optics to give the phase difference
between physical optics and the exact solution. The exact currents are
found from Harrington's formulas 5-109 and 5-116[ 7] ; these are in the
form of series in Hankel functions. The currents predicted by physical
optics are computed from Eq. (2. 13). It should be noted that the
physical optics approximation also implies that the magnitude of all
currents on the shadowed side of the cylinder will be zero (the current
phase angle on the shadowed side i_ therefore meaningless and is not
plotted).
From the plots it may be seen that by employing physical optics
when the radius of curvature is equal to wavelength, the percentage
error in both current magnitude_ at the leading edge (normal incidence)
is about i. 3o70, while the phase error for both currents is about 4. 3 ° .
However, at the same radius the respective errors are greater further
on around the cylinder; for example at 60 ° from the leading edge, the
percentage error in current magnitudes is as high as 15oT0and the phase
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error for the axial current is 13 ° while that for the circumferential cur-
rent is 7 °. Thus it can be seen that the greater the incidence angle
away from normal, the smaller must be the wavelength in order to ob-
tain the same degree of accuracy. It can be stated with fair certainty
that if the radius of curvature at all points on the surface is no less than
three times the wavelength, the physical optics approximation is quite
good for incidence angles of less than 75 ° , producing about 10% error
at 75 °. One need not be unduly concerned about the failure of physical
optics at quite large local incidence angles; these areas have less ef-
fect on the scattered field than the portions of the surface at which the
waves are nearly normally incident. This can be seen from consider-
ation of the principle of stationary phase when it is applied to reflection
or radiation from a smooth surface containing curved regions.
It is instructive and more meaningful before passing to study the
actual backscattered power from such a cylinder produced by the
physical optics currents and compare it with the actual backscattered
power. These results for both directions of polarization are shown
in Fig. 4. Again, the effect of the physical optics approximation is
negligible for a > },(i. e. ,
5%at the most. However,
physical optics backscattered fields differ
ka >2_), and at a = k, the error is about
for a < k, it can be seen that the true and
significantly and even
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diverge radically for the case where the H field is polarized perpen-
dicular to the cylinder axis, the direction i_which the radius of cur-
vature is infinite.
When one uses the physical optics approximation as defined in
this section, he necessarily commits himself to at least three other
approximations. They are as follows:
(a) There are no sharp points or edges on the surface. This
is implied when one assumes physical optics, since a sharp
point or an edge may be considered a case where the surface
has zero radius of curvature; such points must necessarily be
excluded if the wavelength is to be everywhere less than the
radius of curvature.
(b) There is no shadowing of one part of the surface by an-
other part. As seen previously, physical optics predicts
zero surface current density in such areas since there is no
directly incident field. Such is the case only as wavelength
becomes very small, as seen from looking at the current
density on the shadowed side of the cylinder when the ratio
of wavelength to radius becomes very small.
(c) There are no multiple reflections of waves between
various points on the surface. Again, since physical optics
says that the reflected field at every point is proportional
to the incident field at that point only ( and not to the reflected
i
field at another point of the surface) ,
the definition for multiple scattering.
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there is no provision in
Certainly the effect of
multiple scattering will be greatest for highly reflecting sur-
faces (i. e., perfect conductors, perfect dielectrics with a
high permittivity). Both multiple reflecting and shadowing
become more pronounced as angle of incidence increases and
as local surface slopes become quite large.
Throughout this work, the physical optics approximation as de-
fined in this section will be used. It must be understood therefore
that when the scattering characteristics for a surface are theoretically
predicted after using the physical optics approximation, and when
those predicted results differ significantly from measured results, one
must seriously question whether the surface analyzed belongs to that
class of surfaces which can be analyzed using physical optics; stated
another way, it can be said that if results predicted by using physical
optics significantly fail to agree with measured data, it is quite
probable that there are many points on the surface which have a radius
of curvature much smaller than wavelength.
5. Further simplification for a
perfectly conducting surface
Assuming that the physical optics approximation has been em-
ployed, the scattered magnetic field at P' is obtained by substituting
(2. 13) into (Z. iZb):
l
•I
l
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(2. 15)
A
jkeJkRo^ _' ^ " -jk_.r
- _lX (n X _i) e daP')
J
Z_ R o
$I
A
Here, 13 is removed from the integrand since it is nearly constant
in direction over the surface, in accordance with the far field approxi-
mations. If one specializes to rectangular coordinates at this point,
the rough random surface can be written as a function of x and y as
follow s:
i _(x, y) = height of surface above z = 0 plane.
A
In this coordinate system, the normal to the surface, n and an
element of area on the surface have the forms
A
n =
a_!^ ^
-ax aY y+z
8 g ) \SyJ
I(0,yda = dx dy _x + + 1
Therefore (2. 15) can be written
(Z. 16) H(P') jk e jkRo ^ 1"!" [_ 8g ^ "_] X -- xXH n
2_r R o ax
S,
A __
a___ n _i AzX _i e-Jk_] • r dx dy
-By yX +
This expression is exact insofar as physical optics is applicable
to the surface under consideration. However, the appearance of the
terms involving surface slopes causes considerable complication; since
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surface height, _, is a random variable, its derivatives, or the x and
y slopes, are also random variables. The solution of (2. 16) in the
form above is attempted by Hoffman[8] and Fung[9] by application of
the Karhunen-Zoeve theorem to expand _ in a series of orthogonal
functions. Hoffman more or less outlines the solution without showing
or plotting any results, while Fung goes further and reduces the solu-
tion for power to a quite complicated series. Hagfors[ 16] attributes
Fung's complex form for the solution to a mathematical mistake; at
any rate, it is extremely difficult to see from Fung's results any
simple relationship between the surface parameters and the average
scattered power.
The majority who investigate the problem of scattering from
rough surfaces simply choose to drop the first two terms of the inte-
grand, evidently to eliminate excess complications. This approxi-
mation is quite costly as far as maintaining the validity of the results;
at small angles of incidence and scattering away from normal, the
A
error introduced by this approximation is a minimum, since _ is
A _iclose to z and consists almost entirely of x and y components.
With this simplification, the integral becomes
• ^(Z. 17) H(P') - Zw R o N X z X _ e dx d .
$I
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If, however, the surface slopes can be significant (e. g. , as high
as Z0 °), and if the angles of incidence and scattering are greater than
about 20 °, then (Z. 17) may possibly deviate more than 5007o from the
correct values; this conclusion is confirmed by comparison of the solu-
tions of (2. 17) with measured data from the moon for angles of inci-
dence greater than 20 ° .
Equation (2. 17) can also be obtained in scalar form if one begins
with the Helmholtz equation, ( 2. 3) , where _k(P') --Hk(P') ; one as-
aHk _ 0 at the surface (which is a
sumes for a perfect conductor that an
poor approximation both for large incidence angles away from normal
and for surface slopes appreciably different from zero). Then if one
approximates _ as a'--n • n = - j qb • An _" - Ro _. z ,
in the far field limit, and if one lets the total H field H k at the surface
i
be equal to twice the incident field, H k, and if one approximates the
surface element as da "_ dx dy, then one has
i e A _jk e JkRO ^ A ( _ i -jk_ 3 • r(a. 18 ) Hk( P')
= _- z _ _ H k e dx dy .
Zw R ° $I
This, for example, is the form of the scattered field that
Hagfors[ 2] uses in his analysis of the lunar surface.
This author believes that (2. 17) and (2. 18) will lead to results
which are questionable at any other than normal incidence and for sur-
faces having other than very small slopes.
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Stated another way, the Heln_holtz form (or Huygen's principle),
as expressed in (Z. 17) and (2o 18), can predict quite meaningful re-
sults for radiation and diffraction patterns of smooth, deterministic
objects or antennas, since the field of interest occurs near normal
incidence (e.g. , the entire diffraction pattern from a flat plate lies
within a couple of degrees from the normal to the plate); however,
these same Helrraholtz equations become meaningless for application
to problems involving very rough random surfaces at scattering angles
A
several degrees away from th__mean normal to the surface, z. For
backscattering from a perfect conducting rough surface, (Z. 16) will
be used in this work; the results are not unduly complicated when one
specializes immediately to the case of backscattering. These results
will then be compared with the results obtained from the use of ( Z. 17)
or to the interpretation of experimentally obtained results from the
lunar surface.
6. The assumption of a given
statistical model
As will be shown later, the scattered power from a rough sur-
face can be related to the characteristic function of the joint probability
density function of the random surface height; this characteristic func-
tion, theoretically obtainable by measurements, contains all the statis-
tical information about the surface that is normally desired (e. g. ,
mean square surface height, surface height correlation function, higher
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moments of surface height, mean square surface slope, etc. ). How-
ever, employing this more general form for the scattered power, it is
not possible to see or predict how the scattered power will vary with
the various statistical parameters of the surface, such as mean square
surface height, surface slope, etc. For this reason, it is often con-
sidered both necessary and convenient to assume that the _urface height
obeys a given probability distribution, use the corresponding character-
istic function where necessary, and thus relate the scattered power to
the statistical parameters of the distribution assumed; proceeding in
this fashion, one is usually forced to choose a definite form for the sur-
face height correlation function also. The surface height joint proba-
bility density function normally chosen is the Gaussian, both because
of its simplifity of form and because of its frequent application to phys-
ical problems. The surface height correlation functions usually chosen
are either the simple exponential or the Gaussian (L e. , either
e I pl/a -p /a
- or e , where p is the separation between two points
on the surface, and a is the correlation length). Obviously, when
one chooses such form for the probability density function and corre-
lation function one is making an assumption about the very surface
whose statistical properties he does not know and is trying to
determine.
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Many in the literature employ the Gaussian form of the JPDF
(joint probability density function) because of its convergence at large
argument, because of the simplicity of the form of its Fourier trans-
form (i. e. , its characteristic function), and not least, because of its
frequent occurrence in many natural processes upon application of the
central limit theorem of statistics. However, the use of the Gaussian
JPDF is likewise criticized in the literature because of poor agree-
ment between measured and predicted curves (e. g. , Hughes[ ll] , and
others). The form of the surface correlation function is likewise
discussed and various correlation function models are criticized
(Hagfors[ 10] ); the most frequency models employed are the Gaussian
and the exponential correlation function.
It is undoubtedly true that a poor choice of such a statistical
model for the surface JPDF or correlation function will result in less
than perfect agreement with measured backscattered power from the
lunar surface. However, this author will show that the choice of a
given form for a surface statistical model will not give predictions
for backscattered which are in serious error. To do this, two dif-
ferent forms for the surface JPDF and two forms for the correlation
function will be chosen; it will be seen that the differences in predict-
ed backscattered power will not differ by more than 6 db.
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Thus the assumption of a given surface statistical model cannot
be entirely responsible for the extremely poor agreement of predicted
power with observed backscattered power at angles greater than 30° ;
thus far predicted values have been low by as much as 50 db at back-
scattering angles of more than 45° . The reason again is due to the
assumption discussed in subsection 5 of this section, viz., the improper
use of the Helrnholtz or Huygen's integral for the scattered field.
It is also shown later that the choice of the exponential corre-
lation function leads to contradictions in the prediction of the statistical
parameters of the surface. These points are all discussed in Chapter
IIIwhere statistical models are used.
The approximations discussed in this section represent basic
steps regularly employed in the solution of the problem of predicting
backscatter from rough surfaces using the integral equation formula-
tion as a starting point. There are several mathematical assumptions
made later in the analysis; these assumptions however appear to be
minor and intrinsic to the class of surfaces under consideration, and
therefore are generally accepted without undue controversy. They
will be mentioned and discussed as they are encountered. There are
several additional approximations needed to solve the problem of
scattering from a non-perfectly conducting surface, and they will be
discussed under that section.
4O
B. Backscattering from a Perfectly
Conducting Rough Surface
In this section two solutions for scattered power from a rough
surface will be derived; the mean configuration for the rough surface
is a plane, taken to be the z = 0 plane in the derivation of the first
solution (see Fig. l). For convenience, a rectangular surface will
be chosen with dimensions L x X Ly, and the coordinate origin is
located at the middle of the surface. Only that class of surfaces
will be analyzed here whose roughness is isotropic (i. e. , there is
no preferred direction to the roughness). The class of surfaces to
be considered is restricted to "very rough" surfaces, that is, sur-
faces whose rms height is much larger than wavelength; also_ since
the physical optics approximation is to be used throughout this work,
the radii of curvature at every point of the surface are much larger
than wavelength.
In obtaining the first solution, (Z. 17) will be used as the start-
ing point; this equation was arrived at after approximating the normal
vector to the surface by z and omitting terms containing surface slope.
The solution obtained in this manner is not new. It was found by
Isakovich[ 12] , repeated by Beckmann and Spizzichino[ I] and others.
It is repeated here merely for comparison with the second solution.
It was derived first for the more general case of bistatic scattering,
but may be specialized to backscattering at any point.
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The second solution is obtained by usin_ the exact equation (2. 16)
as the starting point; it is restricted immediately to backscattering and
is valid only for backscattering. By orienting the surface properly
initially (i. e. , by a transformation of coordinates), the terms involving
the surface slopes can be made to vanish and a simple closed form
solution of (2. 16) is found without employing the approximation used to
obtain (2. 17).
i. Solution of (2. 17)
A
As shown in Fig. I, let _ be the unit vector pointing in the di-
A
rection of incidence and _ the unit vector pointing in the scattering di-
rection of interest. Therefore, the incident field at the surface is
given by:
A
_i =_i eJk _ • r
o
where
A A A
r = xx _ yy ±_(, A, ylz....
Therefore, ( 3. 27) becomes:
_{ P') jk e jk Ro A
-
2w R °
at the surface.
A A __
x x no) e
D
D = {-Lx/2. < x < +Lx/2
-Ly/Z < y < Ly/2.
dx dy;
- tDefine: _ = A
• •H(P') -
jk ejkRo
2w R o
nX(zX )
4Z
k 7x x + jk 7yy + jk _z {( x, y) dx dy
D
The polarization of the incident wave is not specified,
in general form.
nation of the two.
tion of_i is chosen, the direction of polarization of the scattered
o
field at P' is fixed and is not a function of the actual roughness of the
surface• Therefore, let H s denote the component of the scattered
-i
field along the polarization direction produced by H o. Then
HS =_ jk ejk Ro-iH o _ "ejk _x x +Jk_fyY +Jk _fz_ dxdy
Zw R o D
but is left
It may be either horizontal or vertical or any combi-
But it is evident that once the direction of polariza-
To be more general, consider the product of the scattered fields
produced at two different frequencies whose wave numbers are
kl = _1%/Mo _o and k z : 0_zx/_o_o •
( 2. 19)
il kl i i *Ro
S S_:-" kl kz eO" Ho 1 Ho z
• HI Hz =
Z
4_ZRo
D
eJkl Nx x - JkzYxX' -_ Jkl YyY - jki'_yy' +jkl 5(z_( x, y) -jkzS(z_' (x', y')
dx dy dx' dy'
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When kl = kz, the above equation merely reduces to the power
scattered from the surface at point P'. Taking the average of (2. 19)
with respect to the random variables _ and _', one has
S S _._
<HI Hz > =
klkz ej(k,-kz) Ro H0*i H0zi ;:-"
2
4_ z R o
e M_,(jklyz, -JkzYz; P)
D
dx dy dx' dy' ,
where M_,(jk IYz,-jkzYz;p) - < ejkl Yz_ -JkzYz_' > - joint
characteristic function of the
random variables _ and _' *
It should be noted that the joint characteristic function is in
general a function of the surface autocorrelation function, which in
turn is a function of the separation, p, between the two surface points
atx, y and x',y' for an isotropic ........... _ (_ _ , p=_. . _/(x_x,)Z + (___,_ a_, ) °
':_ The brackets < > denote ensemble averages over an ensemble
of rough surfaces. The joint characteristic function is formally
defined and discussed in the first subsection of the following
section.
I
Define: 2ok -= kl - kz ,
TX =X - X l ,
Ty =y - y' .
S S _',c
• < HI Hz > =
1
.Lx/2 _Ly/2 -Lx/2 - x'
M_,( jkl _/z - Jkz_/z
• i ,
kl kz e jAk R o I-I_l H0z
Ly/2 - y'
I
-Ly/2 - y'
jkl _/x Tx + jkl _/y Ty
e
JAk_fy y dx' dy'
; p) dw x dWy eJAk_x x' + " '
The true covariance of the two scattered fields is given as
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S S _¢ S S _> - S S_::Coy[H1 Hz ] = <H1 Hz <Hi > <Hz >;
S _'_
however, the average fields <H_> and <I-I2 > from a very rough sur-
face are always zero. Therefore, Cov[H_ H_*] : <H_ H_*>.
However, for the sake of completeness, the average scattered
field product can be included to give for the covariance
Lx/Z Ly/2
• i*
s s* klkz eJAk R° Hll H0z I" _(Z. ZO) Cov[H1 Ha ] = z z
4_ R o _Lx/Z _Ly/Z
Lx/Z-x' Ly/2-y'
{IL 1' eJkl_x'x+Jkt_/Y'Y [M_"(Jkl_/z' -Jk2_/z;P)
- x/2 - x' -Ly/z - Y'
-M_,(jkl _/z' O, co) M_,( O, -jkz_/z; co) ] drxdTy dx' dy
lI
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
L
where M_,(jkiyz, O,c°) - M_(jkiyz) - < ejkIYz_>
M_'(O,-jkz_fz; co)---M_,(-jkz_z) -= <e -jka_z_' >
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It is assumed that the dimensions of the surface (L x and Ly) are
much larger than either the surface roughness or the surface correla-
Z T2tion length. Therefore, as p = Tx + becomes large, but is still
Y
much less than L x or Ly, the random variables _ and _' representing
the surface heights at two points separated by p become uncorrelated;
the surface correlation function reduces to zero as p becomes large,
and
Lira M_,(jklyz,-jkzyz;p) --_M_,(jkiyz,O;_)
p---co
M_,(O, -jkzyz ;_) ,
and the integrand of ( 2. 20) vanishes. In this case the limits on the
integral in T xand Ty can be replaced by_+ w, since _,, ........... 9,
over which the integrand is different from zero is much less than
L x or Ly. Then the integration over x' and y' can be performed to
yield
S S _g
Coy[HI Hz ] =
4_ z Ro z
T co
sin JXk y __x sin Ak 7
k, kz ej_k R° i i_-"
LxkyI{0! H0z
Jkl Yxrx + jkl 7v re Y
[ M_,(jk IYz' -JkzNz; P) -M_,( jk IYz' 0;c°)M_,( 0, -jkzyz; _) ] d1"x dTy
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Now, make the change of variable rx = p cos a,
since thc expression in brackets is independent of a,
over _ can be performed.
jDk R o i iI'
s s¢ k I k z e LxLyHol Hoz
Coy[HI HZ ] : '
Z
4_ z R o
Jo o
Ak _x--_- J\ L_k_y Z
T : p cos _;
Y
the integration
cos _ -_Ny sin_) dR
[ M[_,(jk I 7z' -JkzYz; p) -M_[,( jk 1 "_z' 0;°°) M[[,( O, -jkz'yz;_) ] dp
( z. zl)
j:jk R o i i*
s s_',_ k,k z e LxLyHol Hoz
• Coy[HI Hz ] = z
2_ R o
L x L h a0
2 ZP Jo(kl Yx + Yy p)
[ Ni_¢,( jkl Yz' -JkzYz; P) -Nir_L'( ] kl Yz' O; p) M_,( O, -jkzyz; P) ] dp
I
I
I
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In the above expression one finds the familiar diffraction factors,
, which occur because of the frequency difference and
the tilt of the surface; these factors become unity for specular reflection
(Nx = Ny = 0) and in the case where the frequency difference is zero
(Ak =0).
At any time, the second term of (2. 21) may be dropped since it
represents the average of the scattered field and is zero for a very
rough surface. If kl = k z, (£_k --"0), then (2. 21) represents the vari-
ance of the scattered field and is the same as the average scattered
power, and it simplies to
( 2. zz)
i 2 oo
s k2"xLyJHor 2
Var[ HI HI ] = 2u R oz pJo(k _/x + _/y P)
0
[ M_,(jkyz, -jkyz; p) -M_,( jkTz, 0; p) M_,( 0, -jkyz; p) ] dp
In the case of backscattering where _ is the angle of incidence
with respect to the z axis,
_z = 2 cos O
z z =2 sin0Nx 4 _/y
Then for backscattering, (2. 2Z) becomes
(2. 23) s s*• Var[Hl HI ] = k2Lx%J I2
2w R o
0
P Jo( 2k sin @p)
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[M_,(jZkcosO,-jZkcos@;p)-M_,(jZkcosO, 0; p) M_,( 0, -jZkcos @;p) ] dp.
I
I
I
One can see that ( 2. 21) , ( 2. 22) , and ( 2. 23) cannot be simplified
further until one assumes a definite form for the characteristic functions.
They will be left in this form until the next chapter, where they will be
discussed further and the integral will be evaluated for various charac-
teristic functions and surface autocorrelation functions.
2. Solution of (2. 16)
If one searches for a transformation which will cause the terms
in (2. 16) containing the surface slopes to become zero, one finds that
for the case of backscattering, if he chooses his field point P' such
that it lies on the z axis, those terms involving the slopes become zero.
(See Fig. 5. ) For convenience, allow the mean surface plane to be
rotated about the xl axis by an angle @ so that the mean angle of inci-
dence is 8. (In the more general case, the surface may be rotated
about both axes by arbitrary angles; the basic form of the answer is
still unchanged, however.) The coordinate origin is still located at
the center of the surface.
A _i i A Hi A -jkz I
In this case, _] = z I, and = (H x xI + Yl ) eY
_i -jkZl
= e
O
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I Yl
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Fig. 5. Planar scatteri--g surface tilted about x axis.
The integrand of (2. 16) therefore becomes
A [ a_l A H i a_l A -i _i]
_2 X x 1 X Yl X H 1 + Az1 X
8xi ayl
-jk_ 1
-(Hi Axl + Hi _1) e
Xl Yl
at the surface. Therefore, the integral becomes
(2. 24)
whe re
 'lleH(P') = o " ' -JZk_l
ZTr R o D1
/
= _-Lx/2 < Xl < Lx/2
DI
L-Zy cos 0/2 < Yl < Zy
dXl dyl ,
5O
cos @/2
It should be noted that the polarization of the incident wave is
unchanged after scattering by the perfect conducting rough surface.
Such was also the case in the solution of (2. 17), as seen previously,
for the case of backscattering. Therefore, one can conclude that
when one uses the physical optics approximation to solve for back-
scattering from any perfectly conducting surface, there will not be
any depolarization of the incident wave. Conversely, one can say
that if depolarization is observed in measuring the backscattered
return from any surface, either the surface scale structure and
radii of curvature are such that the physical optics approximation
is invalid or the surface is not a perfect conductor. It will be seen
later that depolarization does take place when the surface is not a
perfect conductor; this depolarization is dependent upon the sur-
face features and roughness.
Now consider that the surface orientation of Fig.
by rotating the surface of Fig. 1 by angle @ about the xl
tke height of the surface of Fig. 5 (call it _1(x1'y1))
in t_rms of the height of the surface of Fig.
5 was obtained
axis. Then
can be written
1 (call it _(x,y)) as
follows:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
(g. 25a) Yl =y cos @- [_(x,y) sin 0
( 2. Z5b) _I (xl ,Yl ) = Y sin 0 + _(x, y) cos 0 .
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This is merely the transformation for the point on the surface
y,_ after a rotation of the coordinate system about the x axis by the
angle @ to the new position Yl,_1 • Upon solving (2.25a) for y and
substituting into (Z. 25b), one has
sin @ sin z @
_1(xl,Yl) = Yl +
cos @ cos @
_(x,y) + cos e_(x,y)
_l(x,y) - sin @ _ sinZ 8 1cos O Y* + cos O + _(x,y)cos z @
Define: m
sin @
cos O
- tan O= mean surface slope
sin z On = cos O +. ---- = cos O( i + tanZO)
cos z O
= cos O. secZO
= sec 0
• _l(xi,yi) =my: +n__(x,y)
It should be noted that it is actually _(x,y) that is the random
variable as originally defined, and that _I (xl ,yl ) is merely a new
random variable defined in terms of the old one. Whereas the
separation between two points in the original system was
P = _(x_x,)Z + (y_y,)Z , the separation between two points in the new
system is given by
_( , z ' =4(xl-xl ) +nZ(yl-yl')p = xl-xl ) + secZO(yl-yl )z , z
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Therefore, the product of the component of the scattered field in
the direction of the incident polarization at frequency _I and the com-
ponent at frequency _z is given by
kl kz e j( kl -kz) R° H_IHiz *
z
4= z R o
kzeJAk R o i i*kl H01 Hoz
__ e-j2k1_1 +JZkz_l' dxldyldx1'dYl ' = z z
4v R o
DI
__ e-JZklmy* +jZkzmy1'
D1
- jZk In_ + jZkzn_'
dxl dyl dxl 'dyl '
Averaging with respect to _ and _' and making the change of
variables Tx = xl -xl ' , ry = sec 8( Yl -Yl ') = n( Yl -Yl ') , one obtains
s*
<H_ Hz > =
kl kz ejAk Ro Hil Hiz_
4wz zR o n
Lx/Z , cos @/Z
-Lx/Z -LyCOS @/g
{i x/z-x1' _y/z - ny1' eJZk1___m Ty
_Lx/2 -x 1' -Ly/2 - nyl'
M_,(-jZkln;+jZkzn;p) dT x dry} e jgAkmyl' dxl' dyl'
As before, the more general case of the covariance of the scat-
tered fields will be considered. The product of the average scattered
fields are added; they are zero in the case of a very rough surface.
Also, the limits of the integrals in rx and ry can be allowed to approach
infinity since itwill be assumed that L x and Ly are much larger than
II
I
the correlation length of the surface.
and Yl' can be performed. ;:"
Then the integration over x I
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!
r s s i S S _ S S ;:"CovLH__:/:j:<_,H_ > -<H,><H_ >
• i* ( )
= kl kz e jz_ R° Holl H0z LxLy sin (Akin cos 0 Ly)
4TrZ RZo nZ k Am cos eLy
CO
_ {e jZklm Ty [M_,(j2kl n, _j2kzn;p) _M_,(jZkln, 0,ao)
_00
M_,( 0,-jZkzn;oo )] } dT x dTy
Upon making the change of variable to p and a, where
P : _TxZ+ ry : _ (X-X') + ha( y_y,)Z and noting that m cos@ = m/n :
sin @, one has
s s* kl kz ejzlk 011H02 in (Ak si @ Ly)
(Z. 26) Cov[H 1 H 2 ] : z .....
Zw I_o n .,Aksin Ly
cO
S
0
PJo( Zkl sin ep)[ M{r, ( "_'J_K in, -jPk2n; p) -M_{,( iZkl n, 0; p)
M_t, ( O, -jZkzn; p) ] dp
When the two frequencies are equal, (g. Z6) merely becomes the
variance of the scattered field and is also the average scattered power
when the surface is very rough.
;:_ The method used here exactly parallels that of the preceding sub-
section; for the sake of brevity, many of the steps are omitted this
second time.
( z. zT)
z i
s s* k LxLyIHo 12 _'
Var[H1 H 1 ] = 2 nZ j PJo(2k sin 0p)
2_ R o 0
[ M[[,( jZkn, -jZkn; p) -M[[,( jZkn, O; p) M[[,( O, -jZkn; p) ] dp
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When comparing the forms of (2. 24) and the more precise
equation (2.27), and remembering that n = 1/cos 0, one notes that
(2. 27) has a factor cosZ0 multiplying it whereas (2. 24) does not;
also, cos 0 in the characteristic functions of (2. 24) is replaced by
1/cos 0 in (2. Z7). These changes are relatively insignificant near
normal incidence (i. e. , for 0near zero), but at angles considerably
different from normal, the two equations would appear to differ
quite significantly. This in part explains the failure of ( 2. 17) and
hence (Z. 24) to accurately, or even approximately, predict back-
scattered power at more than about 20 ° away from normal incidence.
C. Statistical Relationships and
Averages
In this section, various statistical quantities of rough surfaces
are defined and useful inter-relationships between these quantities
are established. Theoretical methods for measuring these statistical
functions are discussed.
I
I
I
I
I
I
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two random variables,
is defined as follows:
Definitions." [ 14, 15]
Let W(_, _') be the joint probability density function (JPDF)
and _'
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of
Then an average of a function f( _, _')
cO
< f( r=, r=,) > = f(_,(=') W(r_,f_') d_ d_'
_GO
One average of particular interest is the joint characteristic
function of _ and _ ; it is merely the Fourier transform of W(_,_')
and is defined as
( 2. 28) Mr_,(ju, jv ) = <eJu_+jv_'> = e U'+Jv"a,,
_CO
CO
M_(ju) -<e ju_> = _ e ju_ Ws((.) d_ ; M_,(jv) = <e jv_' > =
_ e jv_' Ws(_') at'
_(I3
Single characteristic functions of _ and _' are defined accordingly;
ws(_') d_'
cO (I_
<g(_)> =- ._[,g(_) Ws(_) d_ ; <h(_')>- _ h(_')
_00 _00
It is assumed, of course, that the inverse transform exists (and is
therefore unique) relating W(_,_') to M_,(ju, jv).
Since _ and _' are random variables, there also exist single
probability density functions, Ws(_) and Ws(_') (which need not be
the same function). Averages involving either _ or _' may then be
defined alternatively in terms of the appropriate SPDF.
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Two other averages are of interest, namely the average of _ (or
_') and the average of _z (or _'z )°
cO
<_> =__ _Ws(_) d_
_CO
CO
, <_z>: _ _ZWs(_) d_ =-
_co
2
0-
In general, there can exist some correlation between _ and _' ;
this degree of correlation is contained in the correlation coefficient,
R, which is defined as follows,
co
-CO
The correlation coefficient has the range 0 < I RI < 1 . The lower
limit R = 0 means that _ and _' are completely uncorrelated, and there-
fore independent, from each other; the upper limit means that _ and _'
are completely correlated such that _ = _' at all times.
It is true, though not heretofore stated, that W(_,_'),
M_,(ju, jv), and any average involving both _ and _' e. g. , f(_,_'),
are dependent upon the degree of correlation between _ and _' and
therefore are implied functions of R.
There exists a relationship between the SPDF of _ and _' and
their JPDF; this relationship is stated here,
co
Ws(_) = Lim _ W(_, _') d_'
R--'0 -cO_J
"._ It is assumed from this point on that _ and _' obey the same SPDF.
Therefore, <_> = <_'>, <_z> = <_,z> = 2, M_(ju) = M_,(ju), etc.
!
I
I
I
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The single characteristic function is therefore given by
(13 (13
M_(ju) = Ws(_) eju_ d_ = Lira
_co R--'0 _co
W(_,_') e ju_+jO" _' d_ d_ '=
Lira M_,( ju, O)
R--_O
The above relationship was employed in the last section.
Using Fourier transform theory, the averages of _,_z, and _'
can be expressed alternatively as
( Z. Z9a)
cO ¢0
<_> =,_ _Ws(_)d_ = Lim ._1_
_ R---_0 _
_W(_,_') d_ d_'
Lira [-j 8M_,(ju, jv)
R-'0 [ 8u . dM_(ju)= -J du
U = V = 0 u=0
( 2. 29b)
cO o0
<_Z> = _ _ZWs(_)d_ = Lim_aw(_,_,) =
_-_ R--'0 -
Lim[- azM_'( ju' iv) [ ]= dZM[, (ju)
R-o [ _u_ Iu=v=oj du_ u=0
0-Z
(z. Z9c) < _'> =
oo
au av
-cO u=v=0
_ZR
In this study,
ferent points (x,y) and (x',y') on a randomly rough surface.
case _ is a function of x and y and _' is a function of x' and y' .
physical reasoning demands that W(_,_') must be symmetric on _ and
and _' represent the surface heights at two dif-
In this
Also,
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_' since they are both points on the same surface, and by the same ar-
gument, Ws(_) = %Vs(_') for _ = _' at all values of _. The correlation
coefficient for the surface heights, R, will therefore be a function only
of the separation between the two points (x,y) and (x',y'), such that
R = R[_(x-x') z + (y_y,)Z] = R(p), where p =- _(x-x') z + (y_y,)Z; this
is true for an isotropically rough surface.
It is known from spectral analysis that since the R is a function
of the separation between the points (x,y) and (x',y'), then the sur-
face covariance function,
Fourier transform of the "
and conversely, such that;:"
( Z. 30)
co
- PI4p,ql-
--CO
<¢¢'> = _ZR[ (x-x'), (y-y')] , is the
power density spectrum" of the surface,
R( Tx, Ty) ejpTx + jqTy dT x dTy,
Z + Zwhere rx = x-x' , Ty = y-y' , and therefore p= Tx Ty
In the class of surfaces under consideration in which the surface
_T z Z ] = R(p) and thereforeroughness is isotropic, R = R[ + Ty ,
p(p,q) = p[_pZ+qZ] . In this case of polar symmetry the Fourier
transformation (called the polar Fourier transform) reduces to
GO
(2. 31a) P(_) = 8= z_ pR(p) Jo (_p) dp,
0
1
_._ The factor 7 is included in the definition in this case in keeping with
the notation of similar analyses of Ott[ 16] and Rice[ 17] .
I
I
I
I
I
I
where % = _z + qZ , and
co
(2. 31b) R(p) - 8w _ P(_) Jo ( p_)dE
0
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In the case of randomly rough surfaces, it is evident that R(0) = 1
and R(°0) = 0, since these two cases represent the extremes of _ and _'
both at the same point and at infinitely separated points. Therefore it is
physically reasonable that the polar Fourier transform pair (Z.31)really
exists. Then substitution of p = 0 in (2. 31b) gives
cO
_z = _ZR(0) = 8--4 _ P(%)
0
cO
(2. 3Z) _z = i8--_ _ P(_) d_ .
0
Jo(0_) dE , or
The maximum slope of the surface squared at the point (x,y) is
given by I V_xyl z (0_) z (O_)z _. 8_ a_
= 7xx + _ , where _x and -_y are the
components of slope in the x and y direction at (x, y). It is shown by
Ott[ 16] and can be seen from the differentiation formulas of Fourier
transform theory and use of Parseval's theorem that
"_; V _ denotes the gradient of _ with only the x and y components
X
considered. V_ defines the normal vector to the surface.
q
6O
( Z. 33a)
( 2. 33b)
cO
S x > =
_oo
GO
Sy > = 16,rz
_O0
pZp(p, q) dp dq, and
and
qZp( P, q) dp dq,
Z
so that for an isotropically rough surface, Sx = Sy,
(g. 34a) Sz -= < [_7_xyl z> = <(a_x)z> + <(a_k_yy!_Z>= ZS xz= 2SyZ , and
(13
(Z. 34b) sz = 1_8_ I" ¢3p(¢)d¢
0
Since P(_) and _/R(p) have been defined to be polar Fourier
transforms of each other according to (2. 31a) and (2. 31b), and since
¢ZR(p) represents the covariance function of the surface height, it
seems reasonable to search for a covariance function SZRs (p) of the
absolute surface slope which is the polar Fourier transform of _Zp(_),
since (2. 32) and (Z. 34b) are similar in form. This covariance
function can be found by taking the polar Fourier transform of _Zl°(_) ,
if the transform exists. However one must not fall into the trap of
saying that SZRs (p) = -_ZRtl (p) ; such a statement would be true if
P(_) and _ZR(p) were normal Fourier transforms of each other
instead of polar transforms. The next disastrous step made by many
in the literature[ 21, Z3] is to say then that S z = SZRs (0) = -_ZR// (0).
It is this step which has caused an ambiguity of a factor of 2 for the
case of a Gaussian surface height correlation coefficient in the
result for the mean square slope.
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The use of (2. 31a) to find P(_) for a given surface correlation
coefficient, R(p), followed _y the use of (Z. 34b) will always yield
the correct result for the mean square surface slope, S z, if these
integrals exist. An alternative method of finding S z in terms of the
derivatives of the correlation coefficient will be given later.
Z. Averages obtainable from
(2.21) and (2. 26)
Equation (Z. ZI) is rewritten here as follows (the same analysis
since the integrands are identicalcan be applied identically to ( Z. 26)
in general form):
S S ","
(Z. 35) Coy[ H 1 H z ] :
AkYx -_ /
where u -= kl %{z, v -
F(ju, jv, w) m
i i
klkz ejAk Ro LxLyH01 H0z
2
Z= R o
F(ju,jv,w),
-kz%{z, w _-
0
k I %{ + %{; , and therelore
pJo (wp) [M_r,( ju, jv;p) -M_,(ju, 0;_)
M_I_,( 0, jv; oo) ] dp
It is assumed here that Cov[- s. s-'_1-111-Iz ] is a measurable function for
a given surface such that F(ju, jv,w) can be determined at a sufficient
number of points of the independent variables u,v, and w to assume
that it is known everywhere. From F(ju, jv, w), the surface correlation
coefficient R(p) can be determined as follows:
82 F(ju, iv, w)
8u 8v
CO
I
I = PJo(pw)
u=v=0 0
[ 8ZM_,( ju, jv; 0)8u 8v
6Z
lu v = 0
8M_'( Ju' O;c°)8u u=O aM_,(O,jv;ao) [8 v=O ] dp
But from equations (Z. 29), the derivatives of the characteristic
function can be rewritten;
aZMEE,( ju, jv; p)
8u 8v u = v = 0
-o-ZR(p)
8M_,(ju, O;co)au tu=O _- 8M_,(O,jv;co)Sv
v=O
= j< _ > = j< _'> = 0
for the coordinate system chosen here.
8ZF(ju, jv, w)
8u 8v
U---- V = 0
cO
_-- _ O-Z ! °
0
pJo(wP) R(p) dp
But using equation (Z. 31a), the above equation can be rewritten in
terms of the surface power density spectrum:
8ZF(ju, jv, w)
(2. 36) P(w) = -8=
8u Ov
U =- V"- 0
This equation suggests a theoretically simple way of determining
the power density of the rough surface from measurement of the
covariance of the scattered fields at two frequencies and different
angles. There is no assumption of a statistical model of any type
involved. From the surface power density spectrum, one can use
equations (g. 31b) , (2. 32), and (2. 34) to find the surface correlation
I
I
I
I
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coefficient, the mean square height of the surface, and the mean square
slope of the surface.
(_ azF( ju,jv,_) I
( Z. 37) zZR(P) = - J_J°(P_) Du av I d_,
0 u=v=O
_ _ZF(ju, jv, _) [
(z. 38) _z=. _ _ auav [ d_,
U = v = 0
sZ=- _ _z aZF(ju'jv'_) 1 d_
8u av u=v= 0
0
Not only can the above averages be obtained in this manner, but by
taking the polar Fourier transform of F{ju,jv, w) with respect to w (in
this case, do not include the second term of the integrand due to the
s s_
average of, the scattered field. Consider only the average of I-11Hz
and not their covariance.), one obtains the joint characteristic function
of *.he surface heights, r_and L' . i. e. , Myy,[ iu, iv;0). This of course
uniquely determines the JPDF of _ and _' . Thus all the second order
surface statistical functions and averages needed or desired can be
determined from F(ju, jv,w),
At this point, unfortunately, a word of caution and uncertainty
must be inserted. Differentiation of the function F(ju, jv,w) at zero
assumes that one has obtained values for F near u and v = 0. This
means that measurements have been made for kiy z and kzy z very
small, i. e. , wavelengths at least as large as all surface scale
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dimensions; however, it is precisely in this region that the use of the
physical optics approximation is questionable, and since F was ob-
tained by using the physical optics approximation, its validity in this
region is at least subject to questioning.
3. Representation of surface
by several random
variable s
In many applications where it is necessary to employ statistical
models for the random surface height, _, it might prove more useful
and informative to treat the surface height as a sum of two or more
random variables, i.e. , _ = _i + _z + _3 + --. , where each consecutive
random variable may describe a portion of the surface roughness having
a definite roughness magnitude scale and caused by a separate random
process. (This seems especially applicable to planetary surfaces
such as the lunar surface, where it is certain that there is a small-
scale surface roughness superimposed upon the large-scale roughness
of the mountains and craters. ) If each random variable making up the
total surface height is generated by a different random process, then
they are all statistically independent from one another and each may
possess its own JPDF and correlation coefficient. In this case the
total surface height joint characteristic function to be used in (Z. Z3)
and (Z. Z7) is
M_,( ju, jv; p) = M_I r. 1,(ju,jv;p) M_z_z, (ju,jv;p)
Mr-3 _3 '( ju, jv; p) . ..
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However it must be pointed out that the very use of (2. 23) or
( 2. 27) assumes that the physical optics approximation is valid for the
surface in question; this restricts the minimum dimensions of the
smallest scale random variable, _i, that can be analyzed in this man-
ner, since the minimum radii of curvature of _i must be larger than
wavelength.
It is not necessary, however, to attempt to include surface rough-
ness of a scale much less than wavelength in dimensions (e. g. , rough-
ness of a scale co fine that it effects only optical wave scattering),
since such roughness appears essentially smooth to larger wavelengths.
However, it is the surface random roughness term _j, which has scale
dimensions in the same order of magnitude as wavelength, ( i.e. ,
k/4 < _j < 20k)[20] in which (2. 23) and (2. 2.7) are not completely
correct due to failure of physical optics; it is for this type of rough-
ness that predicted backscattered power will differ from measured
power. Roughness of this scale will therefore cause the backscattered
power to exhibit a wavelength dependence. Thus one might attempt to
interpret Pettingill's measured results to predict that since backscat-
tered power exhibits a barely detectable change between measure-
ments at 7. 84 meters and 68 cm, then there is little surface scale
roughness having dimensions in this range. However, since there
is an appreciable variation in results between the 68 cm and 3. 6cm
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measurements, there is very likely a surface roughness having dimen-
sions with an order of magnitude of 5-10 cm.
From observation of the largest scale roughness of the lunar sur-
face from a study of Hayn's optical profiles, it is fair to assume that
vertical points are quite improbable. However, when one considers
likely small scale structure which might be present ( such as gravel,
boulders, rocks, etc. ), vertical points may be quite common. The
presence of vertical points affects the form of the surface correlation
function, as will be shown later.
One should be cautious about using this multiple random vari-
able approach to predict and compare backscattered power with
measured results, since this approach will introduce more functions
and constants which can all be manipulated to force predicted results
to compare with measured data; the true validity of final results are
thus obscured. Such caution seems especially appropriate since
there has been such poor agreement over a wide range thus far for
even the largest scale roughness when it is treated as the only random
variable present. For this largest scale roughness, physical optics is
certainly applicable. Therefore such a multiple random variable
approach is deferred in this work and better results are sought first
for the largest scale roughness treated as a single random variable, _.
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4. Surface slope statistics of
the planar rough surface
It will later be seen in dealing with nonperfectly conducting sur-
faces that certain averages and relationships involving the surface
slopes are needed. Therefore, many of these necessary relationships
are derived in this subsection.
Since the surface height, _, is a random variable, then the
a_ a_
directional surface slopes 8---xand _ are also random variables;
they are not equal in general at an arbitrary point on the surface, but
they are statistically independent from each other, and when the sur-
face is oriented as shown in Fig. 1 (i. e., so that the mean surface
a_ a______must obey the
plane is identically the x-y plane) , both Yxx and ay
same distributions, since the position of the x and y axes are arbitrary
and the surface roughness is isotropic. There is obviously some rela-
_i...... "_ o_ _, =,,_f_ h_igl_t, and the surfacetionship between m_ =L_ ......................
a_ a_
slopes, Yx and-- This relationship is in general not simple to
ay
determine. It will be assumed that _ and either surface slope 8/_ or
8__ h are statistically independent at a point on the surface; therefore
ay 1
°5)averages of quantities such as f(_) g Yx h can be written
assumption seems physically
justified. The fact that absolute or maximum slope square at a
point is givenby IVxy_IZ =_o_z +(o4)z
_.ax/ will be employed here,
as shown in subsection l of this section.
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There is probably only one satisfactory way of relating the sta-
_ and _tistics of _-_ _yy to those of _; this is through a Karhunen-Loeve
expansion of _ into a series of products involving mutually orthogonal
functions _n(X,Y) and uncorrelated random variables wn with zero
means and unity variances. Then one can compute averages involving
8--_by merely differentiating _n(X,Y) in the series with respect to x.8x
Such an expansion is always theoretically possible, but unfortunately
is involved and in most cases it is not possible to find _n(X,y) in a
closed form, since they are solutions to an integral equation which
has the surface correlation coefficient as the kernel[ 14] .
However, if the surface height _ has a Gaussian JPDF and if
(2. 33a) and (2. 33b) exist, then the derivatives _xx and_yy also have
a Gaussian JPDF. The variance and correlation coefficient of this
Gaussian JPDF for _ or _ are determined in the following para-
graph. In this case it should be noted that the absolute surface
slope, I Vxy_ I _(_x_12 (_y_l z= + will have a Rayleigh distribution
with a non-zero mean, whereas _ and -_y have zero means.
Regardless of whether the JPDF of 8___ 8_
_x and -_y is Gaussian
or even whether it can be determined at all, certain averages of these
surface slopes can be found from the correlation coefficient R(p) of
surface height _ ; SA<\_-_xJZ> and > have already been
determined from (2. 33a) and (2. 33b). It should be noted that since
I
I
I
I
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P and R are Fourier transform pairs, Fourier transform theory yields
the follo_ing transform pairs Cif they exist):
Rectangular Form
aT_
I
I
I
and since
GO
8_
0
<
cO
> = - _ _¢D
p(¢) de,
I
I
I
I
16_ _ __0
the_justa_0-_R(_;l+ _"_Iisthecorrel_tionfunctionf_,soinlike
_ z)
a2RC,h-_÷ "_I _-_gR(_ + Tv_ arethecorrelation
_x y -
manner-_ - 0_ _
functions of-_x and _-_ respectively. Thus the correlation coefficient
of these directional surface slopes is given as
_,.Vj_7-_ ) =- - _Rs×{.,_ .y _ _ _ s_ 0 _
y
7O
_)= _o-_a_R({T_+ T}) _RSy( '-_)Since SxRSx (_TxZ + Ty 8 TXZ and Sy _TxZ + =
__Z 8ZR_,ITiZ + T_ ) the total mean square slope of the surface Sz can be
8 T_
found as follows:
(z.39) s 222 j + syI: S x+ Sy= S xRsx Sy =
Tx : Ty = 0 Tx = Ty 0
m
" 8 T :_
X _m
T X Ty 0
+
Z
oq Ty T x :Ty:0]
It should be noted, however, that the above equation is not the
S z o.z dZR(p)same as = - dp z p=0 ' which is the equation used by many in
the literature as the definition of Sz.
One word of caution is in order. Before one attempts to use
(Z. 39) to find the mean square slope of a surface, he must be sure that
is truly the Fourier transform of pZp(_pZ + qZ);
a T_
from a basic existence theorem of Fourier transform theory, they are
Fourier transform pairs only so long as the integral
co
(Z. 40) _._IpZp(JpZ + qZ)I z dp dq
_CO
exists and is finite. Therefore it is impossible to define the mean
square slope from (Z. 39) for a surface when the above integral di-
verges.
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If averages of higher derivatives of the surface are needed,
they may be found by induction from (Z. 33a) and ( Z. 33b). For
example
2 2
< > - 16_z
-CO
X T x
=T =0
Y
<
_Sx 8y > - 16 z
--GO
= O-2
pZqZp(_pZ + qZ) dp dq
8'R( _Tx Z + T2Y ) I
= T = 0 ,
Y
etc.
5. Surface slopes of a rotated
planar rough surface
In Fig. 5, the rough surface no longer lies in the x-y plane but
is rotated by an angle @ about the x axis from its position in Fig. I.
":" This point is apparently overlooked by many in the literature
(s_g., Beckman[Zl]) who attempt to use the incorrect equati?n
= -0-ZRpt (0) to determine mean square slope for R(p)= e -Jpl /a
i. e. , when the surface has an exponential surface height correlation
coefficient; in that particular case, (Z. 40) diverges. This require-
ment on the existence of these higher derivative transforms is
discussed in (8. i-i) of Ref. 15.
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Hence the new surface slopes in the new xI and Yl directions, 8_I/_xI
and 8_I/8Y! will not be the same as those for the original coordinate
system of Fig. I, i.e., a_/ax and 8_/8y; nor is the problem merely
one of differentiating equations ( Z. 25). The new random variables
8_I/0Xl and 8_I/_YI will be related to the old random variables
a_/Sx and 8_/8y in this subsection.
A normal vector (not necessarily a unit vector) to the random
surface _i represented in any coordinate system xi, Yi, Zi may be
defined Ni - a_i A _i A A Axi -_ _i + zi; the components of x i and Yi define
axi ayi
the surface slopes along the x i and Yi directions. In the original sys-
tem of Fig. 1 this normal is N -
ar_ ^ a_ A ^
x - -- y + z; in the new rotated
8x 8y
_ ar_,, A ar_, A A
8x I Xl -_ Y l + zl •8yl
l
coordinate system the new normal is NI
D m
The lengths of N and N,, when defined in this manner are not neces-
A A
sarily the same. The relationship between the old unit vectors x, y,
A A A A
and z and the unit vectors x I,yI and zI in the rotated system is
simply obtained.
A A
X "=-X I
A A A
y = cos O y I + sin Ozi
A A A
z = -sin Oyl + cos Oz I
Substituting the above relationships into N, one obtains N in the
new system
A A
-- 8_ A 8_ (COS@Yl + sin @zAI)+ (-sin @Yl + cos @Azi)N - 8x xl " 8-_
or
9AI 9AN - xl - cos @ + sin Yl + cos @-- sin z I8x 8y
The difference in length between N and N I is obvious; NI has
A
unity component in the z I direction. Therefore, to make N, as
expressed in the x 1,y!,z I system equal in length to N I, divide by the
component of AzI.
-- @---_ sin @ + COS @
N 8x A _y
= _ X I -
COS 8- 8_ sin @ COS @ 8_ sin @ cos @ 8_
-- --- --- sin@
8y 8y 8y
A
+ z I
- 8_1 A 8_1 A A
N1 - Xl -- Yl + Zl
8xi By,
The relationship between the new slopes O_ I/8xI, 8_i/8yi a_d
the original surface slopes is now evident from equating components
A A
of x I and Yl-
( 2. 41a)
8yi
( Z. 41b}
8x
a_
cos 8--- sin @
8y
sin 8+ _ cos @
cos 6}- -- sin @
8y
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These relationships ar_ exact, but unfortunately it is difficult to
deduce the statistics of the two new random slopes 8_I/8xI and 8_I /8Yl
in ternls of those of the original slopes because the original slopes ap-
pear in the denominator. However, if the original surface slopes
8_/8x and 8_/8y are relatively small and if the angle of incidence (away
from normal), 0, is not too large, then the second term of the denomi-
nators is small compared with the first, so that
a_
cos 0- -- sin @ _ cos 0;
8y
in this case
( Z. 4Za) 8_i @ 8_
-- _ sec --
8Xl -- 8x
(Z. 4Zb) "_ tan 0+ --
8y I -- 8y
As an example, for the original surface slopes 8_ /8y no greater
than 15 °, i.e., 8_/8y < 0. Z68, then angle of incidence @can be as
great as 75 ° before the second term of the denominator is as large as
the first term. Even at such extreme angles, taking averages of the
new' slopes in terms of the old by using (Z. 41a) and (Z. 41b) , although
yielding the exact relationships, is unduly complicated, so that use of
(Z. 4Za) and (Z. 4Zb) seems warranted for the sake of simplicity as
long as one remembers that this approximation is a source of error
near grazing.
I
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Using (2.4Za) and (2.4Zb), one can find averages ofOkl /8Xl
8kl/Syl in terms of averages of 8k ax and 8k Oy.
and
a_
8k--/L> = < sec O_x > = 0( 2. 43a) < 8xi
(2. 43b) < -- > = <tan 0+-- > = tan @
_Yl 8y
> = < -- > = secZ@< > = secZ@ • Sx
_,8xl J sec _ _,_x) _.cqxJ
(2. 43d) < L_-ylj > = < an O+ 8y] > = tanZ0 + < k,@y] > = tanZO ÷ S y
I
ak_ ak_ Bk 8k' Z
(Z. 43e) < -- ---'7 > = secZ@ < 8x _x" > = secZ0 Sx RS x
8x, 8x,
ak__.j_,. > = < ak_____ak.__L> = sec Otan e< _ >( z. 43f) < ax, oy{' oxl ay,
+ sec 8<
8_ 8k'
_> =0
8x 8y
ok a_' ,.
+ < "By 8_/ > = tanZO + Sy R S
Y
where RSx and RSy denote the correlation coefficients for a_/Sx and
8_/8y. Equation (Z7b) indicates an average surface slope of tan @
in the Yl direction as one would expect. Equation ( 2. 43c) shows that
the mean square slope in the xl direction is changed by a factor secZ@,
while (2. 43d) shows that mean square slope in the Yl direction has a
constant factor tanZOadded to it. Equation (2. 43e) expresses the
covariance of surface slopes in the x I direction at two different points
I
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as a function of the covariance of the slope in the original x direction
multipled by secZ@. Equation (g. 43f) shows that slopes in the x I and
Yl directions are uncorrelated just as the original slopes in the x and
y directions were assumed uncorrelated. Equation (Z. 43g) shows that
a constant tanZ@ must be added to covariance of the original surface
slopes in the y direction to give the covariance of the slopes in the Yl
direction.
One point to be noted from equations (Z. 43a-g) is the fact that
8_i /8xi and a_ I/8y I each no longer obey the same statistical distri-
butions nor have the same averages as did 8_/8x and 8_ /By (i. e. ,
< _> = < -_y >' < kSx] > = kSy] >' RSx= RSy' etc. ). The reason
is apparent since the rough surface in the new coordinate system
xl,Yl,Zl is no longer isotropic.
D. Backscattering from a Non-
Perfectly Conducting Surface
i. Introduction and initial
formulation
In this section, rough surfaces which are not perfectly conduct-
ing are examined, and the reflected field at every point on the surface
is related to the incident field at that point by reflection coefficients as
given in (Z. 14a) and (2. 14b); these reflection coefficients apply when
the physical optics approximation is valid, i. e. , the surface radii of
curvature at all points are large enough in terms of wavelength so that
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one may replace the surface at a given point by an infinite tangent plane
to the surface at that point. Therefore, since the incident waves are
planar, the reflected waves from a given point are planar and leave the
surface in the specular direction only. The total fields at the surface
can then be found in terms of the incident field and scattering coeffi-
cients and substituted into (Z. lla) to find the scattered E-field.
The problem one is faced with here is that of finding the local
plane of incidence at a point P on the surface (see Fig. 5) so that he
can then resolve the incident E-field into components parallel and
perpendicular to this local plane of incidence; after these components
are found, their products with their respective reflection coefficients
then gives the reflected fields in these two directions. The local plane
A
of incidence is the plane containing the incident wave direction, n i
A A(..,h_ i_ r'nnr_n_ ov_ _LII_ _,ifr_CC _"_ _ _, = -z here) and the
A A
normal to the surface, n, at P. The direction of this normal, n,
varies from point to point on the surface and therefore the local plane
of incidence varies from point to point. However, by specializing
immediately to the case of backscattering and by choosing the co-
ordinate system of Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 with the incident and scattering
directions along the zI axis, a convenient integral will be obtained
for the scattered field. Because the author has never seen this
integral in the literature to date for the backscattered field from a
INCIDENT
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Fig. 6--Planar scattering surface showing the local
normal and local scattering angles.
non-perfect conducting surface, all the steps and algebra involved in
its derivation will be shown in this section.
Z. The total E and H fields at
the surface
In this subsection, the total E andH fields at the surface will
be found at a surface point P in terms of the components of the E
field perpendicular and parallel to the local plane of incidence at P
and the local parallel and perpendicular reflection coefficients.
I
I
I
I
I
i
a. The incident E and H
fields at the surface
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unit vectors in the directions of incidence and specular reflection at P,
A A A A A A
i. e. , n. and nr: n n i = n zI = cos 0i = A A
- • • n- n r . The unit vector in
1
A
the local plane of incidence but perpendicular to z I ( -z I being the di-
rection of propagation of the incident wave) is given by
A A 1 A 1 A
S X z I = sin 0 i [ ( A1 X A) X Zl] = sin {)i { n - cos 0 i A I ). Thus
A A
it is into components along s and s X A 1 that the incident E field will
be resolved. First it will be assumed that the incident E-field is
polarized in the 11 direction (i. e., horizontal polarization when the
surface is tilted as shown in Fig. 5). Therefore the incident E field
'" - i_L
is given by _i =XA Ehi e-jKzl, where the time factor e " is omitted.
A A
Then the components of the E field along s and s X AzI are given by
--i A --i A 1 (A 1 X A A A i(i) E± = s ( E • S ) - z n) ( n • Yl ) E h e -3kzl,
sin O i
A A 1 A A
where s • x I = -. n " Yz, and
sin 0
A A A
(ii} _i = (s × z 1) [ _i A
,, "{S x zl)]
sinZ @i
A @."A A i -jkz 1
(n -cos i Zl)(n" XAl)Eh e
The unit normal to the plane of incidence is defined as
A 1 A A 1 A A
s sin 0 i n X n i sin @i z I X n . The following relationship exists
between the local incidence angle, @i, the unit normal An at P, and the
8O
Since the incident waves are planar, the H field components cor-
--i _i
responding to E. and , are related to them by constants, such that
= _ Ani × and = _o ° nix (n =-z here); therefore,
^ ^ ^
± ± ± II i
I A
(iii) _i= 1 ___° (n - cos @iAzl)(n"^ Yl)^ Ehi e-Jkzl
± sinZ @i _o
--i 1 [e o ^ A ^ i e-Jkz 1
= - __ (zAz X n)(n. xl) E h
(iv) HI' sinZ 8i _ _o
--i _ , but( Note that H i, corresponding to , is not parallel to _i
is parallel to _i and therefore lies inthe local plane of incidence.
--i
H, by the same token lies perpendicular to the plane of incidence. )
b. The reflected E and H
fields at the surface
Having resolved the incident E and H fields at the surface into
components parallel and perpendicular to the local plane of incidence,
one can use the parallel and perpendicular reflection coefficients to
find the reflected fields at the surface at point P. Thus, according
to (Z. 14a) and (g. 14b),
and r =p,,± P..L ±
By virtue of the fact that the incident and reflected waves at the sur-
face are both considered planar, this last equation can be written as
--r --i
H, = p,H, . Therefore,
I Q.
I
I
--r
(i) E±
and
--r
(ii) H
It
1
sin z 8 i
1
sin z 8
A
i eJknr- rp±(A 1 X An)(An. _11 E h
_-- A A A A i jkAr "
PI,_O ( zl X n) (n • x 1)E h e
r
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From the above two equations, the remaining two components
of the reflected field are given by the following relationships:
n r X _r and_r P'o A _r= = - n r X . Thus,
i ± II II
"iii) --r __i ___° A _ ^ ^ A
± sin z @ p± (cos @i zl cOS g@.nl ) (n" Yl)
_t o
i eJknr- r
E h
A
-- I A A A i " • r
p,,(cos @i Azl-- cos 2@in)(n" xl) Eh eJknr *
(iv) E, sinZ @
c. The total E and H
fields at the surface
A
reflected fields become identical, i. e. , -jkz1= jkn r - r = -jk_1 (xl ,Yl ) :
where %1 (xl ,Yl) is the height of the surface at point P (x l,yl).
The total E and H fields at the surface are given by the following
A A A A A
;'._ Use is madehere of the fact that nr × (AZl × hA) =[(nr" n)zl
A A,A] _ "h A(n r- zl)n] , ana _ e fact that Anr " An = COS 0and n r z1= cos Z8
as can be seen from Fig. 5.
( Z. 44a)
( 2o 44b)
Be
• I
|
-- _--i +--i +--r+ _r
E - E± E. E± _,I I
• -- l A A A A
• . E =---_ - {-( l+p±)(zl X n)(n- Yl)
sin @i
A A A !+ (l-pu cos 20i) n(n- Xl)-COS @i(l-pu)
=_I+H I +_r+H r
_k II ± II
- 1 FT- . A A A A
.H=---F T- d --2- t{l+p,,){z_ Xn){n- _)
sin {} _ _1"0 A A A
+ (i - p, cos Z0i) n(n- Yl)-c°s oi(l-p±)
Azl(An" Yl) } E h e-Jk_l
Simplification of the integral I
for the scattered E field
Equation (2. lla) will be used to give the scattered E field at I
A
field point P' along the zI axis. The unit vector _ pointing in the
A
scattering direction of interest is therefore identically z I. The
integrand of (Z. iIa) is
A
-- A -- A A -- A {[T-A-_ A -- A e-ik_•., r
I = {(n X H)- n" (n X H) _l -_-_oo (n XE) X _l) ,
where E and H are given by (g. 44a) and (2. 44b). The phase factor
A A
jkN " r becomes jk_l in this case. Using (2. 44a) and (Z. 44b) and
combining terms, the integrand becomes
_ Zcosei{_,, _(^ _x )-_,,oos0i_(_ ^• ° X1)n 1
sin z 8 i
A A i e-JZk_l
-_i(An×_:)(n'yl)} E h
At this point, the quantity Ida in the integral can be further
A
simplified by replacing n, cos 0i, and sin @i by their equivalent
expressions in terms of the surface slopes 8_i/8x I and 8_,/8y 1.
These relationships are given by
A
n =
a_l A a_: A A
- -- Xl yl + Zl
8xl 8y:
A A
cos U_. =n- z 1 =
__
[(m],+(_c_ +,
LKSx I I kSy I]
I rl_,_, # % OV1 #
%---a. # %, • - ,
"'sinZei = 1- c°s'0i = _8-_1_= + _{}_I,_Z
\ 8xl / \8--_-i] + 1
A A 8xl
=
L\axz / kay: /
A A
n" Yl = [(_], +(_c],+,],
x i ) k 871 ]
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a_: ^ al__ ^
y: - x I
^ ^ aXl _y:
Lkax:/ kayl /
c°:,)']+da = dx, dyl Lkax, + k-6qy, + 1
Substituting the above quantities into Ida, one arrives at
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". Ida =
(2.45)
{rr ],, o,,2 L\_--_1 p,, ka--_-l/p± x + ax: ayl
The scattered field becomes
_s(p,) -jke jkR° i A
- E h xi
2w R o
r£" r_/'_
kSx 1 / 871 ./
P" -jZk_l
e d-xl dyl
j keJkR° i C C (P" + P.L)a--_l 'ayl9,E h DD
._"_o C<_c,_,.+¢__.kc)'-
D kSxi J kSyi
( Pii + Pi ) _l E_e-j2k_1
-jZk¢l
e dxl dYl •
In like manner, the scattered field can be computed when the
incident field is polarized in the Yl direction (i. e. , vertically polar-
ized incident field when the surface is tilted in the direction shown
in Fig. 5) such that_i iA -jkz 1= EvYl e . The scattered field in this
case is
(2. 46) Es(p ' ) -JkejkR° i AE v xl
Zw R o
( P,,+ p.)
8xl 8yl
xl ] \Oy 1 ]
e -j2k_l dxl dyl
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jkeJkRo
Z_r R o
i ^
Ev Yl
\8xi J vS--_-I ]
e -jzk_l dx Idyl •
Therefore the case of an incident wave polarized in any arbitrary
direction (in the xl-yl plane of course) can be treated as a linear
combination of ( 2. 45) and ( Z. 46).
There are many facts of interest about (2.45) and (2. 46) to be
pointed out before leaving this subsection. For one thing, one observes
a depolarized component in the backscattered field; if for example the
incident wave was polarized in the xl direction, then the second inte-
gral of (2.45) gives the depolarized component in the Yl direction. It
was pointed out previously that in the case of backscattering from a
perfectly conducting surface, the physical optics method did not show
any depolarization. However in this case of the non-perfectly conduct-
ing surface, at last it has been proved that indeed a depolarization
does take place in the backscattering direction, contrary to the state-
ments of several in the literature (e.g. , Beckmann[Ref. l, p. 158]
and Hagfors[Ref. 10, p. 3779] , and a method has been found to
l
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calculate this depolarized component. However, it should be pointed
out that there are two mechanisms which in practice account for de-
polarization. One is multiple scattering on the surface, which has not
been considered here; this can and does exist on any practically rough
surface and plays an increasingly greater role for surfaces having very
large surface slopes and at larger angles of incidence (i. e. , closer to
grazing). The other mechanism producing depolarization, which is the
only one considered here, is a result of the sensitivity of the reflection
process to the polarization direction of the incident wave with respect
to the local plane of incidence at every point on the surface; this mech-
anism gives rise to two (in general) different local reflection coeffi-
cients, p, and p±, at every point on the surface.
It is true that ( Z. 45) and ( Z. 46) satisfy Maxwell's equations and
the radiation conditions at infinity. Being true far-field quantities,
they exhibit no backscattered field components in the direction of
propagation, + zz.
In order to convince oneself of the validity of (2.45) {and (Z. 46) ) ,
consider the special case of a perfectly conducting surface; then
p± = -p, = 1. Thus (2.45) becomes
1%_S(p,) = jk eJkRo i Ax e-JZk_lZ_ R o E h I
D
dxl dyl ,
* This depolarization has of course been measured consistently
and known to exist from experimentation for years.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
l
I
I
I
I
I
l
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which is identically the same as (2. 24) except that H is replaced by E.
The depolarized component vanishes in this case as it should.
Write the field scattered from an object as follows,
• i
( 2. 47a) _s(p,) ahh E_ A E h A
= _ xl + ahv Yl
4, R o 4, R o
_ E i ^ i
V Xl + Ev ^
(2. 47b) Es(p') = avh 4_r R o avv 4w R o Yl ,
where the aij are the scattering matrix elements of the object or scat-
tering surface. Equations (Z. 45) and (Z. 46) therefore define the scat-
tering matrix element aij for any object (see Ref. 24). For back-
scattering, reciprocity considerations demand that ahv = avh. This
requirement is not violated by the results of (2. 45) and (2. 46), as
can be seen from inspection. In general, however, ahh /avv; (Z. 45)
and (2. 4_) show that !no eed these qUanLILI_ a_ ,_ut =_=I.
The backscattering cross sections are defined as
4. RZo I E_I z
O-hh = I ahhl z
- il2I Eh
Z
s I
Crhv =O-vh = l avhlZ = l ahv Iz -
- IEII_ _-
v
Z s 24_RolSvJ
_w- lavvl':
i]zIEv
Thus, for example,
2 Ik z L-_xl" ) PH- k.Oyl/ p±
\Ox I J \ 8y17
(Sw-_.-,'_ P, - p.j. z
_Sxl 7 LSyl ,/ e-Jk( _1 -_1 )
kaxl)
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dxl dyl" d-x'l dyl
The primed quantities are the values of these respective quantities at
# £
surface point (x_1,Yl, _I ) , while the unprimed quantities are their values
at surface point (xl,Y1,_1). The other backscattering cross sections
are found in the same manner as _hh"
4. Backscattered field in the
case of circular polarization
In many cases of practical interest, circularly polarized waves
are employed instead of linear. In the case of backscattering from a
perfectly conducting surface, right circular incident waves produce
a completely polarized scattered field which is left circular. However,
in the case of the non-perfectly conducting surface under consideration
here, there will be a depolarized scattered right circular component;
this component was observed and measured by Evans and Pettengill[Z0]
in the case of backscattering from the moon.
A circularly polarized wave incident upon the scattering surface
of Fig. 5 in the -Zl direction is given as follows:
A
(2. 48a) --i i / Axl + j_l) • --i = E i taxi -jyl_ -jkzlER = ER. L _ e-Jkz' ; E L LL Z'--_l'_)e •
II
I The subscripts R and L stand for right and left circularly polarized
waves.
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When equations (2. 48) are substituted into (2.45) and (Z. 46)
and the total scattered fields are computed, they have the form
_s s_ +_._= E x I I. A scattered field in this form can be resolved
into circular components by the following relationships:
Ex S _ . sjEy
s _ Es + jE; s =
(g. 48 b) E R Z ; EL 2
When relations (Z. 48a) and (2.48b) are used in conjunction
with ( g. 45) and (2.46) , the following results are obtained.
a. For right circular
incident polarization
( Z. 49a) s i . 1 (-jkejkRo_
*"I" ;41 "_7_ I'_ _., "r"t _ _'
_C( ,j\Sxlj \syg axlI IL- --5/gO
D [ k, SXl ] \ 8yi J
_'_% I
8YI l e -jzk_l
J dxl dyl ,
( Z. 49b)
Define
s i 1 {-Jk eJkR°) _- "" -j2k_ 1* ----- (p, -p±) e dxldyl
EL = ER 2 \ Zw Ro " D
s 1 i ES 1 i
- aRR E R and -
ER 4_ R o R 4_ R o aLR ER"
b. For left circular incident
pola riz ation
( Z. 49c)
s = Ei • 1 I-jkeJkR°_D_"ER L _ _rRo ( p" - p±) e -jzk%l dxl dyl ,
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(2.49d)
s 1 (-ik eJkRo )
p,,+ .......... dyl
D /
k k.OXl / \8yi ]
1 L s = 1 i
s = aRLE and E L 4_ R o aLLEL "Likewise, define E R 4_ R o
It is apparent that the backscattering cross sections I aRL Iz
and I aLR Iz representing the polarized backscattered components are
identical since aRL = aLR; reciprocity requirements are again satis-
fied by the backscattered fields. However it should be noted that
aLL / aRR; the difference between aLL and aRR is small and lies
only in the phase angle of the bracketed term in the integrands of
(Z. 49a) and (2.49d) involving the surface slopes (these phase angles
are complex conjugates).
The surprisingly simple form of ( 2. 49b) and ( Z. 49c) defining
aRL and aLR should be noted; these relationships do not depend upon
the surface slopes at all. In the case where the surface becomes a
perfect conductor, p. = -p, = 1; then (2.49b) and (Z. 49c) reduce
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identically to the equation (_. 24) which was derived initially for a per-
fectly conducting surface. In this case (Z. 49a) and (2.49d) vanish
indicating no circular depolarization from a perfectly conducting sur-
fa c e.
5. Further simplification
for rough surfaces
It should be noted that (Z. 47) and (Z. 48) a_ well as (g. 49a-d)
are valid for any scattering object in the case of backscattering by
the physical optics method. The object or surface may be determin-
inistic, such as an airplane, for which the surface _1(xl,Yl) has a
known mathematical form. In this case the slopes _I/aXl and _l/ay I
can be determined at every point on the surface and the reflection coef-
ficients are also deterministic functions of the location on the surface.
Thus in theory the backscattered fields can always be determined.
When the surface is rough, however, _l(x1,Yl ) is not known
deterministically; only its statistical properties may be known or
obtainable. In this case the more complex form of (2.45), (2. 46),
and equations (2.48) pose some difficulty. However when one re-
stricts the class of surfaces under consideration, several simplifi-
cations can be made. These simplifications are discussed here. As
examples, consider the following averages.
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( g. 50a) I iiz iz i z. kz< IERI z > =------_ IE R < IaRR > = I ER RZo4w Ro 4w
l
4
" " -jz ,]....... e
koff / J
/
> dxl dyl dx_ dyl
(z.5Oh)
Z
aLR i z k I1 if< I z> =IER _ z --
4= R o 4= R o
<(P,l" P±)(P,, - P_) e-JZk( - > dxldyl
a. Simplification of the
reflection coefficients
The reflection coefficients are functions of the electrical proper-
ties of the surface, i. e. , bts,_s, and _s; in general they are therefore
complex. Not only that, but these electrical properties are functions
of the position or the surface unless the surface is homogeneous. In
this analysis it will be assumed either that the scattering surface is
homogeneous ( so that bts, _s, and _s are constants for the entire sur-
face) or that to a first order of approximation the local Values of
these electrical properties may be replaced by their average values
for the entire surfac'e. This approximation is not a serious source of
I
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error and will be employed here. Thus for the class of surfaces under
consideration { rock, sand, fresh water, gravel, etc. ) _s = _o,
s = _r _o = const (_r > 2 in general), and _s = constant (_s < i0-4
mho/meter in general). These surfaces also fall into the category
considered by Stratton[Ref. 3, pp. 509-510] , i.e., _s/_Z_z s << l
(at radar frequencies). Therefore, although P, and p_are complex
due to the existence of _s, their imaginary parts are much less than
the real parts in magnitude, so that they may be approximated with
little error by pure real numbers.
The reflection coefficients are also functions of @i' the local
angle of incidence (measured away from the normal to the surface);
this angle @i at every point on the surface is a function of the local
slopes 8_i//_xi and _i/_yi at that point. Therefore, p, and plare
_,_ _e_pl_d functions of the surface slopes, and averaging them
exactly becomes even more formidable. However, it should be
observed that for angles of incidence less than about 60 °, the quan-
tities I P, P.L I z and I P, + P..L12
- appearing in(2. 50a) and (2. 50b) are
constant (see Fig. 7). Hence in order to simplify matters, the local
incidence angle @i will be replaced by e, the mean incidence angle for
the tilted surface. This substitution is completely valid for local sur-
face slopes (due to roughness) _/_x and _/ay which are less than
20 ° everywhere and for the mean incidence angle less than 50 ° . The
error introduced when @is greater than 50 ° and approaches 90° (grazing)
I
N±
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Fig. 7--Magnitudes squared of sum and difference
of local reflection coefficients.
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is not serious; this error was studied by Mathis[ Ref. 25, p. 22] . There-
fore, the reflection coefficients are treated as constants at a given mean
angle of incidence, @, and may be removed from the integrand.
b. Statistical independence
of surface slope factor
It has been discussed previously in Section C that factoring of
averages such as <f( _I ) g_axl J hL_y I j > = <f( _I )> < g\_xl j >
<h_ay I j > is considered valid, i.e. , functions involving surface slope
at a point on the surface are considered to be statistically independent
from functions involving surface height at that point when statistical
averaging is performed. This fact is not difficult to justify for com-
pletely random surfaces since there is no reason for any statistical
correlation between the slope at any point and the height. _ Therefore,
equations (g. 50a) and (g. 50b) can be rewritten;
• _ Another reason to avoid any such assumed dependency relationship
is the fact that such an assumption necessitates the selecting of another
"model" for the correlation function between _I and _i/axl. Given
enough such arbitrary functions and the accompanying constants assoc-
iated with them, the answer can be made to assume almost any form
the user wishes. How meaningful are such results?
I
( Z. 50c)
• j
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sl, , / f_ +p.t_
< V'R > = IEhl " 4_-ZRZo 4
<j\axl] \_yl) " axl ayl
t \ Ox,) \-_Ty_J
foe',v _¢_, _j_._.o_504 } [k, ax'l) k.Sy_ ) 8x'i 8y'i e-JZk( [=1 -_)>< > !
t, a4) + ' '
_,ayl,] dxl dyl dxl dyl ,
( 2. 50d)
z
<lEVI" i t_ k_ Ip,,- p±l
> = IN R 4_rz R o "z 4
_'<e -j2k< _1-_1) > dxldy 1 dx'ldyll
c. Correlation between the
factors in braces
The quantities in braces involving the surface slopes at two dif-
# I #
ferent points on the surface (xl,yl, _1) and (xl,Yl, _1) are not
uncorrelated. A method for finding the correlation coefficient between
the slopes a_i/Sx I and 8_i/8x_ at two different points was derived in
Section C; this correlation coefficient is a function of the distance p
between the two points on the sarface. Therefore, the average of the
surface slope factor may be written as
< { } { "t'*> = X(RSx (p), R S (p)),
Y
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where RSx (p) and RSy(P) are the correlation coefficients between the
/ /
quantities 8_/8x and 8_I/8xI and 8_/8y and 8_/8y respectively. As
--_0, RSx(P) _RSy (p) -_ l, which means 8_/8x = _I/SxZand 8_/8y=P
8 _ I/8 yr.
It can be shown that for the class of surfaces under considera-
tion, i.e. , very rough surfaces where ok >> 1 (a = rms surface height)
that the characteristic function <e jZk(_-_l) =_M_ 1(jZk' -jZk; p) in the
integrand becomes vanishingly small for p slightly different from
zero. This means that as p becomes different from zero,
M_l(jZk, -jZk; p) has become vanishingly small while RSx (p) and
RSy(P) have not yet differed significantly from unity. Hence for the
non-zero range of the characteristic function, the surface slopes at
l l /
the points (x I,yI, _I) and (Xl ,yl, _1) may be considered to be com-
. . I l
pletely correlated so tna_ _._.............._ , _Y__,_- = _-, /Sx, and
i /
8_I/8y I = 8_i/8y I . Therefore the averagc of the quantities in
brackets may be simplified and removed from the integrand since
they are independent of p for the non-zero range of the integrand.
Then (Z. 50c) becomes
_',_This fact is demonstrated in Appendix C for the case where the
surface heights obey the Gaussian JPDF. The reader is advised
to read through the next part on the application of the Gaussian
JPDF before reading Appendix C.
s ]z>< ]E R i Z= [E R -
k 2
z 2
4w R o
p, + pLI
4
\_Xl ] \OYl,/ 32 aXl 8y 1
\OXl/ \ Oy_ /
i
= IE R
Z
> <e -j2k( [_1 - [_) >
/
dxl dyldxtl dyl
IZ k z _.]P, + z
Z
4_rz R o 4
o---XTJ _gXl/ kOyl/ \Oyl /
<
\OXl / \Oyl]
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>
< e-JZk( [-1 -[_I) /> dxl dyl dx{ dyl
k 2 I +P.L 12
i [2 P.
(2. 50e) " < ]ERI2> = [ER 4Tr2R2o 4
< e-Jgk( [ol _[) > dxl dyl d-xl dyl
6. Average backscattering cross
sections for rough surfaces
Using the simplifying assumptions stated in the previous sub-
section to evaluate the average backscattering cross sections in the
same manner as was done for [aRR[Z [[zand laLR, one can find the
remaining average cross sections defined by equations (Z. 45),(Z. 46),
and ( Z. 49).
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Define: Q =
D
< e > dx, dyl dxl dyl
This integral has been simplified in section B subsection 2 as seen
from (2. ZT) and the result is restated here.
03
Q = 2k z LxLy cosZ@_
0
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p Jo( gk sin @p) M_(jZk sec @, -jZk sec @;p) dp .
Therefore, written in terms of Q,
cross sections become
the average backscattering
( Z. 51a) <_hh > = < lahhlZ>
z \Oxl /
Lka._,7 kay,/j
x,) kay1/ ... I,. Iz
L\ax, 1 k ay: / j
> - 2Re( *
z P'rP± )
a¢, '_4
g_-nJ
_ r--°
,1_1+,-._ljLkaxl] kay,/
Q
( Z. 51b) <_vv>=<la,_I_>--
J_< kaY,/
Lk.ax_/ kay,/ J
Z S
4_r R o <I E v >
la___¢_'-(a____'-
, kax, ) kay,/
>-_o__._<[(__yl _
Lkaxz ] \ay,/j
la_k_4
x, kay, ,/
° Q ,
>
( Z. 51c) I vl2<¢hv > = <°-vh > = < ah > = < lavhlZ> -
z
4"tr R o
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E i [z
v
( 2. 52a) <eRR > = <eLL > = < IaRRI z> = < IaLLI z>
4wRZo< I_,_I" ' <lEE '-> 4w R o >
i Iz i zI_'R I_.LI = 4 P" Q '
I [z aLRIZ(Z. 5Zb) <¢RL > = <¢LR > = < aRL > = < >
4'." R o i [ . Q .
= ij" I" -I -PlI_.= I_,h 4 P"
Another fact becomes apparent after averaging: <eRR > = <eLL
for an isotropically rough surface, while in general <¢hh > @ <¢vv > •
This fact has been deduced by several purely from physical reasoning
and consideration of the nature of circular polarization as compared
with linear and the scattering properties of each.
>
Ii
l
i01
Equations (2. 51) and (2. 5Z) show that once the solution for
average backscattered power from a perfectly conducting surface
has been determined, i. e. , Q, this solution needs to be multiplied
by various factors involving averages of surface slopes and the
reflection (or Fresnel) coefficients to obtain the polarization sen-
sitive solutions for average backscattered power from non-perfectly
conducting surfaces.
CHAPTER III
PREDICTED BACKSCAT'IERED IoOWER
USING STATISTICAL MODELS
A. Examination of Certain Statistical
Models
Although it is possible in theory to obtain a knowledge of tht' _ur-
face statistics from measurements of waves reflected from the surface
at many frequencies, as shown in the previous chapter ( section C, ._ub-
section 2), it is evident that without such measurements, equations
(2. 24) and (2. 27) left in terms of the joint characteristic function of
the surface provide little insight into the behavior of backscattered
power from the surface as a function of angle of incidence,
surface height, mean square surface slope, and frequency.
this reason of providing estimates and predictions of the functional
behavior of backscattered power as a function of these various parame-
ters that statistical models are employed.
In this section, two mathematical forms for the joint probability
density function for the surface height will be considered in conjunc-
tion with two classes of surface correlation coefficients. Variou._
facts about these statistical models are ascertained and discuss_,d here.
mean square
It is for
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i. The Gaussian correlation
coefficient: R(p) = e-P z/'az
The Gaussian correlation coefficient is often used in the litera-
ture because of its rapid convergence at infinity, its zero slope at the
origin, and the likewise desirable qualities of its Fourier transform.
The correlation length, is defined as "a" , and its meaning is evident
from Fig. 8. If one uses this form for the correlation coefficient,
he can find the mean square slope of the surface from use of either
(2. 39) directly or from use of (Z. 31a) to find the surface "power
density spectrum" , P(_), and then using (2. 34b) to find the mean
square slope; however, the latter integral must exist in order to be
able to obtain a finite mean square slope•
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The power spectrum of the surface having a Gaussian correlation
coefficient, obtained from (2. 31a), is
-aZ_Z/4
P(_) = 4v aZ_ 2 e
Employing (2. 34b), one finds that the mean square slope exists
and is given by
4_ z
(3.1) Sz=" z
a
This same result is obtained by using (2. 39), i. e. ,
Ia R(  x2 t 2 +
4°-z z Ty) 3 R(JT x
S z Y
=----Z-- : -0- } +
a OTx Z TX:0 _T_
Ty : 0
T =0
x
Ty = 0
where pZ : TxZ + Ty . However, if one uses the incorrect formulation
S z _ZRi/(0), one obtains Sz gcZ
= - = a--_- ; this erroneous value for slope
is used by many such as Beckmann and Davies.
When the correlation coefficient is used later in the integration
of the characteristic function, it becomes apparent that only the be-
havior of R(p) near zero is important. In this region the Gaussian
correlation coefficient is parabolic in shape as can be seen from the
or
_pZ/a z 1 - pz forfirst two terms of its series expansion (i. e. , e
-- a 2
pZ
_<< 1).
a 2
1
If one chooses a correlation coefficient of the form 1 + p2/a z
6
1 pZ p4 +Ca a"_ + )_+Gz 4 3 ..-
(i + gpZ/aZ )i/z , (or in general i+ aZ
I05
and calculates the mean square slope, Sz, it turns out to be the same
4o-Z
as for the Gaussian correlation coefficient, i. e. , 7 " This is due
of course to the fact that the second term of their MacLaurin series
is quadratic and identical; it is this second quadratic term which
determines the mean square slope, as can be seen from (2. 39). The
rate of convergence of R(p) to zero at large p is immaterial. There-
fore, all correlation coefficients which are parabolic in behavior at
pZ pZ
the origin such that R(p) = 1 -a__z for m << 1 yield identical results
a z
when applied to scattering from rough surfaces and will be classed to-
gether with the Gaussian correlation coefficient as belonging to the
"Gaussian class" as far as this analysis is concerned.
2. The exponential correlation
coefficient: R(p) = e-| P_ /a
Many authors favor the use of the exponential correlation coef-
ficient, believing thatit is more physically reasonable[ 18] . It is
easily verified by use of (4-4a) that the power density spectrum of
8 w _ZaZ
such a surface is P(_) (l+aZ_Z) 31z ; using this function in (2. 34b)
to find the mean square slope, one notes that the integral diverges,
indicating that the mean square slope is infinite in this case. This
fact was noted by Daniels[ 19] . Such a surface has vertical points
(at least one such point) where the slope is infinite.
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It is also interesting to note that any correlation coefficient which
_,xhibits linear behavior at the origin ( i.e., 1 - I P l for --p<<l) will
a a
yield an infinite mean square slope. This was also noted by Daniels.
However, Beckmann[ 21] chooses to define a mean square slope in this
2
case from the incorrect formula S = -_zRil (0); since admittedly the
second derivative does not exist at the origin, he chooses to define it
as a limiting process Sz = -_2Lim R II(_) and arrives at a value
2 0-Z
S = _ . That such an analysis is faulty and superficial is quite
evident.
This, however, does not mean that rough surfaces cannot in
practice have exponential correlation coefficients exhibiting infinite
mean square slopes (implying vertical points). It is quite likely that
the small scale surface roughness of the lunar surface has such verti-
cal points just as does the small scale structure of many points of the
earth's surface (e. g., grass, houses, boulders, etc. )
It is proposed by Daniels, who shows an optical profile of the
large scale lunar roughness made by Hayn and compares it with a
time signal of a similar having a Gaussian correlation coefficient,
that the large scale roughness is best described by a Gaussian
class of correlation coefficients. This belief is shared also by this
author. The exponential correlation function may still be employed
when one wishes to consider classes of surfaces having many vertical
points in the largest scale structure. It will be employed in this pa_er
!n connection with the Gaussian JPD2_ to c _rnpute and compare with
I,ackscattered power frona the lunar surface.
3. The Gaussian joint probability
density function
The joint characteristic function for the Gaussian JPDF is well
known and has the form
0-2
_---_ (u z + ZuvR(p) + v z)
( 3. X) M_,( ju, jr; p) = e
Sin(e the backscattered power is to be obtained from (4. 4) and (4 . 9),
the _.rguments of the characteristic function are equal to each other in
magnLitude in this case (i. e. , u = -v = k_/z in the first case and Zkn in
the second case); by definition of a very rough surface, k0- >> i.
Equation (3. Z) becomes
_0-ZuZ + 0-ZuZR(#)
( 3. _ M_,(ju, -ju;p) = e
It should be noted that in this case M%_,(ju,0; a0)= M_,(0,-ju; 00)
- ':_'u_Iz
= e _ 0, since 0-u >> I. Therefore _!_e second terms in the
inte_,:and of (2. 22) and (2. 27) may be neglected since they are very
srr_a U.
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Since 0Zuz >>>> I, it should be noted that (3. 3) is significantly
different from zero only \vhen R(p) is very close to unity (at p very
R(p) may be approximated by the firstclose to zero). Therefore,
two terms in its series.
z
P
_a2uZ a--T
( 3. 4a) M[[,( ju, -ju; 9) = e
P
-oZu 2 _-
( 3. 4b) M_,( ju, -ju; p) = e
for the Gaussian class of
correlation coefficients
for the exponential class
of correlation coefficients
and p > 0.
These characteristic functions will be used in the next section
to compute and compare the backscattered power from perfectly
conducting surfaces.
4. A modified Bessel joint
probability density
function
In order to be able to compare the results obtained by using at
least one other JPDF with those obtained from the Gaussian JPDF,
the author sought such a function which possesses the same desirable
qualities as the Gaussian (e. g. , converges to zero at +_, is sym-
metrical about the mean, has zero slope at the mean, etc.). Ott[ 16]
used a form of a modified Bessel function and showed that this func-
tion gave better agreement with measured power at angles of incidence
near normal than did the Gaussian JPDf- when both were used in
conjunction with the Gaussian class of correlation coefficients to
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predict the backscattered power from a perfectly conducting surface.
The author has no physical reason or explanation why such a JPDF
might be better suited to describe a rough surface than the Gaussian.
The form used by Ott involved a slight error or oversight in one
of the correlation coefficients. The corrected form of the JPDF to be
used here is written in terms of the conditional probability density
function:
( 3. 5a) Wc(_'l _) - _o-(l-R z) Vz (I_R z) l/z
El
The above conditional probability density function expresses the
probability of finding the random variable _' within an increment d_'
when the value of _ is already known and specified. The single
probability density function of the above form is found by setting the
correlation ......... q ..... _,-_,_ [-and [.'
( 3. 5b) Ws(_) = _[_ [_-_i_l_o-
The JPDF is then defined in terms of these two density functions
a s follow s:
( 3. sc) w( _, _') = Ws(_) wc( r_, I _) [ Refs. 14 and 1 5]
The random variables _ and _' , representing the surface height
at different points, have zero means, variances 0-z, and covariance
function _ZR when equations ( 3. 5) define their JPDF. However it
i
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should be noted that the above JI°DF is not symmetric in _ and _' as it
must be in order to describe a true physical surface. However, this
lack of symmetry is not serious at values of R near unity _nd therefor<_
this deficiency will be overlooked since no seriou_ attempt is being
made to justify this modified Be_sel JPDF as having any real meaning,
but merely for the sake of comparison.
In order to better see the behavior of this JPDF in comparison
with the Gaussian, three dimensional plots were prepared for W([,[')
as functions of [/0- and _'/0- at three values of the correlation coef-
ficient, R ( see Figs. 9, i0, ii).
It can be seen that the lack of symmetry is not serious at
R = 0. 98(only those values of R close to unity significantly affect the
integral value). In general, the Bessel JPDF has higher and narrower
peaks than the Gaussian,
is proportional to _-_
JPDF is proportional to
but decays more slowly at large _ and _' (it
e- _'_I _I/o- as _ ---00 whereas the Gaussian
e as { --" m). Both the Gaussian and
Bessel JPDF degenerate to impulse functions along the _ = _' line as
R ---"l as they should, preserving unity volume under the surface.
The joint characteristic function for ( 3. 5) is derived in Appendix
D and is merely stated here.
( 3. 5d)
M_,( ju, jv; p) = I1
1 1
u 2( l- 2
+ + -- (uR+ v)
3 3
II
I
I
I
[
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(a)
• I /"/"_
f_ .o.
•o.3o___
(b)
Fig. 9--Gaussian and Bessel joint probability density
functions - Correlation coefficient = 0. 0.
(a) Gaussian joint probability density function.
(b) Bessel joint probability density function.
IIZ
(a)
(b)
Fig. 10--Gaussian and Bessel joint probability density
functions - Correlation coefficient = 0. 5.
(a) Gaussian joint probability density function
(b) Bessel joint probability density function
1.75
1.50
1.25
(a)
(b)
Fig. ll--Gaussian and Bessel joint probability density
functions - Correlation coefficient =-0. 98.
(a) Gaussian joint probability density function
(b) Bessel joint probability density function
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Note that when R = 0 (i. e. , when p --" _) and the random variables
are uncorrelated, then
( 3. 5e)
l
= M_,(ju, O;_) M_,(O,jv;_)
Thus when _ and _' are uncorrelated, they are also statistically
independent because their joint characteristic function factors into the
product of the two single characteristic functions. From (3. 5e) it may
be noted that when 0-u,0-v _ 0-k >> l, then (3. 5e) is vanishingly small
and the second term of the integrand is again negligible.
B. Backscattered Power from a
Perfectly Conducting Surface
Using the joint characteristic functions for the statistical models
discussed in the preceding section in equations (Z. 23) and (2. 27), one
can arrive at closed from solutions for backscattered power as a
function of mean angle of incidence away from normal, 0, and other
statistical parameters of the rough surface. It should be recalled that
(2. 23) was derived for a perfectly conducting isotropically rough sur-
face using the standard Kirchoff-Huygen integral approximation for the
scattered field (which is valid only near normal incidence) while (2. 27)
was derived directly from the Chu-Stratton vector integral equation
and should be accurate at all angles of incidence (the accuracy here
11
depends for the most part upon the validity of the physicll optics _p-
pro:_imation) . The reason that the: less accurate integral is car1"i_<_
along throughout the, analysis of _his section is to contrast the di:ier-
ence between soluticn obtained from it and the solution obtained fro_
the more accurate Integral (2. 27) at larger angles of incidence. I%o_h
of tl_:ese solutions are compared with Pette_igill's rr_easurements fr.,_n
i
the moon at 68 cm wavelength in order to point out the far superiol
agreement of the results of equation (2. Z7) over the previously
derived solutions employing (g. Z3) or some modification of it.
The second term in the integrands of (/. 23) is omitted here
because it was shown in the preceding section that for all the statisti-
cal models it is much smaller than the first term since only very
rough surfaces are considered here, wl-_ere k0- >> i.
-*=^_ ,_,_=l_na with _on-perfectlyIt was shown in the previous s_L_, ........ _,
conducting s1_rfaces that the polarization sensitive backscattered
power for all polarization combinations depends upon a factor, Q,
\vhich is the solution for a perfectly conducting surface, i. e. , (2. 23)
or (2. Z7). Thus the results derived here employing statistical
mod_.is for the perfectly conducting surface _ill be used later in con-
_ection _:ith the non-perfectly conducting s,lrface.
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I. Solution employing the less
accurate integral ( Z. Z3)
Neglecting the second term, thi_ integral becomes
(3.6) <ill,st2>
co
0
If < O-pc> =
kZLxtyl Hiol 2
2
glr R o
pJo(Zksin 0p) M_,(jZkcos O;-jgkcos@;p)dp
z 8 z
4TrR o <IHI I
i zIHof
>
is the backscattering cross-
section for a perfect conducting surface (irrespective of polari-
zations) ,
section per unit area of the scattering surface as _fpc -
then one can define an average back-scattering cross
< O-pc >
LxLy
Writing (3. 6) in terms of _pc' one obtains
GO
= Zk z 11 pJo(Zksin@p)M_ (jZkcos@(3.7) ' '
0
-j2k cos @;p) dp.
a. Gaussian JPDF, Gaussian
correlation coefficient
For this statistical model, the joint characteristic function 10Za
derived in the previous section is substituted into Ill and the integral
is evaluated (it is easily found in integral tables).
( 3. 8a)
l
1 - _ tan z G1
_D
_pc = S-_- " cos z O e
40 -z
where S z - z is employed in the case of the Gaussian class of cor-
relation coefficients, as was shown in the preceding section.
b. Gaussian JPDF, exponential
correlation coefficient
Equation (3. 4b) in this case is substituted into (3. 7}
integral is evaluated from the tables. The result is
az 1
( 3. 8b) =
_pc 80-4k z cos 4 @
i aZ sinZ @ ylz4o -4 k z cos 4 0
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and the
Both (3. 8a) and (3. 8b) are not new and have appeared in vari-
ous papers from time to time, sometimes with a difference of a factor
of cos z 0 depending upon the form of the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz approxi-
mation initially chosen.
c. Bessel JPDF, Gaussian
correlation coefficient
When one substitutes (3. 5d) for the joint characteristic function
into ( 3. 7) and simplifies the form considerably (for the details of this
simplification see Appendix D) , one arrives at the result
1 3
(3. 8c) = _ z e s
_pc S z cos e
- ff tan @
This result is similar in form to that derived by Ott[ 16] but
differs by a constant _'_ wherever the rms slope, S, appears; this
difference is believed due to the slightly incorrect form of the JPDF
which he started with.
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2. Solution employing the more
accurate integral (Z. 27)
When one defines an average backscattering cross section per
unit area in terms of (2. g7), one arrives at the result
CO
= gk z cos z @ _ PJo( Zk sin ep)
( 3. 9) "_pc
0
M_,(jZk sec @, -jZksec @;p)dp =
Q
LxLy
where Q = 0-pc (the total backscattering cross section for a perfect
conducting surface) was defined in the section dealing with non-perfect-
ly conducting surfaces.
a. Gaussian JPDF, Gaussian
correlation coefficient
Upon substitution of the joint characteristic function of (3. 4a) into
( 3. 9), the integral to be solved has the same form as before as a func-
tion of p; the difference is that cos 6)in the argument is replaced by
sec 0. The result is
( 3. lOa) Ypc - S z
i
4 - S--Z-sinZ @ c°sZ6)
cos 6)e
b. Gaussian JPDF, exponential
correlation coefficient
Employing ( 3. 4b) in ( 3. 9), one obtains the solution
( 3. 10b)
2 1
a 6
"YPC 80-4 kZ cos 6) 11 a _ 13_+ 4o4 k z sinZ 8cos46)
c. Bessel JPDF, Gaussian
correlation coefficient
Substituting ( 3. 5d) into ( 3. 9) ,
integration, one obtains
1
3 cos 4 @ e
( 3. lOc) Np c = Sz
3. Comparison and discussion
of results
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simplifying, and performing the
/%-
'- sin @cos @
S
Differences between the results for backscattered power obtained
from the less accurate integral and those from the more accurate inte-
gral are obvious.
a. Near normal incidence, i. e. , for @near zero,
cos @ _ 1 _ sec 8, tan @ _- sin 8, and the results of subsection 1 in all
cases are identical with the results of subsection Z.
b. Further away from normal incidence, i. e. , for @ > 20 °, the
results obtained in subsection 1 in all cases decrease toward zero much
more rapidly than the results of subsection 2; this rapid decrease of
power with @ above Z0 ° has always plagued the theoreticians who com-
pare their results with measured data.
In order to present a graphical comparison, the results of both
integrals are plotted as a function of @ and compared with Pettengill
and Evans' measured power from the moon at 68 cm wavelength using
circular polarization and a pulse length of 12 _sec. (The form of
polarization used to make the measurements is immaterial when the
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results are to be compared with those from a perfectly conducting sur-
face, since such a surface is blind to all polarization information. )
The measured curve of cross-section per unit area is plotted first ab-
solutely; this can be done by integrating the measured curve graphical-
ly as a function of incidence (Figs. 8 and 9 of Ref. 20) and multiply-
ing the result by the proper constant in order to give a total cross-
section of 0. 074_Az, where A is the mean radius of the moon. This
percentage cross section of 7. 4%was measured by Fricker[ 2b] and
is confirmed by Pettengill[20] who obtains 7 + i% . Thus the ab-
solute level of cross section per unit area measured by Pettengill is
plotted; however the theoretical results for a perfectly conducting
surface are bound to be greater than the measured values from the
non-perfectly conducting lunar surface, so that it is generally ac-
cepted that one need merely compare the curves in shape only,
normalizing them in absolute value.
for a perfectly conducting surface,
This normalizing must be done
but as will be seen later in the
case of the solution for the non-perfectly conducting surface, the
preservation of absolute values yields more information about the
electrical properties of the surface. It is informative to note that
in absolute levels, true solutions for the lunar surface and predicted
values for the best fit perfectly conducting surface curve differ by
about 12 db.
JI
J
I
i
I
I
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These curves are shown in Figs. 12-14. To save space, only
the "best fit" curves are shown here; the remaining curves for back-
scattered power from a perfectly conducting surface employing the
more exact integral formulation are shown in Appendix E along with
the curves of backscattered power from non-perfectly conducting sur-
faces for various types of polarization.
Several comparisons and observations can be made now from both
the formulas for power and the predicted curves when contrasted with
the experimental results.
a. Comparison of the different
integrai formulations
It can be seen from comparison of the predicted results with the
experimental that for all three statistical models, the second integral
formulation offers far better agreement with experimentally measured
data than the first, heretofore accepted, integral formulation. The
first integral approach, as many others (e. g. , Pettengill[Z0] ) have
noted, differs by as much as 30-50 db from experimental results
beyond about 40 ° from normal. Therefore, the less accurate inte-
gral formulation is to be discarded for the remainder of this analysis
in favor of the more accurate formulation, and all discussion after
this point will be concerned only with the results of the second,
more accurate approach.
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b. Comparison of results from
the Gaussian and Bessel
JPDF when used with the
Gaussian correlation coef-
ficient
The plots show that although the curve predicted by the Gaussian
JPDF differs from the experimentally measured curve in the vicinity
of normal incidence both in shape (the Gaussian curve is parabolic
near the origin, whereas the measured curve seems linear) and in
magnitude (as much difference as 4 db at normal incidence), still the
two curves compare reasonably well ill the way out to grazing, with
no more than about 4 db difference at any point. The third model
employing the Bessel JPDF does exhibit both the proper behavior near
normal incidence and the same reasonably good fit at larger incidence
angle s.
Froi-n _-^_ l_÷_t,1_-___..... the author has found nobody who tried a
JPDF different from the Gaussian. Consequently, many have general-
ly assumed that the improper parabolic behavior of the predicted back-
scattered power near the origin is due to the choice of the Gaussian
correlation coefficient, and not to the JPDF itself. It is implied by
many that the Gaussian correlation coefficient can never yield the cor-
rect shape near normal. However, the Bessel JPDF used in conjunc-
tion with the Gaussian correlation coefficient does indeed exhibit the
proper behavior at the origin, indicating that the form of the JPDF
for the surface is certainly as important as the form of the correlation
i
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coefficient in determining the shape of the curve for backscattered
power.
The author does not wish to imply that he has or is even attempt-
ing to show that the Bessel JPDI ? is better than the Gaussian for de-
scribing the true lunar surface heights. The point that is to be stres-
sed here is that both models compare reasonably well with experi-
mental data in all regions. What is more important, the value of the
2
mean square surface slope, Sz - tan _, which produces the best fit
for both models corresponds to a = tan-1S % 14 ° This is in ac-
cordance with the results of others thus far in the literature who have
predicted rms slope for the lunar surface roughness of between ten
and twenty degrees.
In both of these models, the only statistical parameter of the
rough surface upon which power depends is the mean square slope,
S z, as can be seen from the equations ( 3. 10a) and (3. 10c). There
is no dependence upon mean square surface height, 0-2_ or wavelength,
k = Z_r/k, in either case. This is in agreement with the findings of
others who use the Gaussian JPDF and Gaussian correlation coeffi-
cient.
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c. Results using the exponential
correlation coefficient
The most significant fact to be noted from the use of the model
employing the Gaussian JPDF and exponential correlation coefficient
for the largest (or overall) surface height random variable, _, of the
lunar surface is that it leads to ridiculous results and must be dis-
carded as having no meaningful significance. The curve for backscat-
tered power offering the best fit with experimental measurement is
obtained at a value of the constant az /kZ0 -4 = 461. 5. Hayn's optical
studies of the lunar surface[ 27] show that the root mean square height
of the largest scale structure, _, is approximately equal to I. 36
kilometers, a result which is physically reasonable for such a moun-
tainous terrain. At k = 68 cm, at which wavelength Pettengill's
measurements were made, the correlation length using the best fit
criterion turns out to be a - _-'k X _-.v_. 5 = J_,, ................
This correlation length is greater than the distance to the moon, which
is an absurdity besides the fact that it violates one of the previous
stipulations that the correlation length is much less than any of the
dimensions of the scattering surface.
Beckmann[21] notes this discrepancy also and attempts to
improve this problem by treating the surface as a composite sur-
face made up of several random variables, as discussed in Section
C, subsection 3 of the preceding part of this analysis. Employing
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the Gaussian JPDF and exponential correlation coefficient for each
random variable, Beckn_ann finds a solution quite similar in form to
equation ( 3. 8b) , except that wherever az/4kz0 -4 appears, it is to bc
.replaced by
l
- R ,
k°-_z +_ + --+ ..
al az a 3
where the subscripts refer to the different surface random variables,
_I, _z,_3,'" " which are employed to n_ake up the rough surface. How-
ever, since in this case R _ 115, and since _I corresponding to the
largest scale structure is still 1.36 Kin, the addition of more terms
representing more random variables in the denominator of the expres-
sion R only makes the correlation length, a I , of the largest scale
roughness even larger.
The backscattered power using the exponential correlation coef-
ficiant is also wavelength dependent. This wavelength dependency will
be discussed in more detail later.
As previously noted, many smaller scale surfaces in nature have
an abundance of vertical points which arise also in the case of the
exponential correlation coefficient. As an example, consider the one
dimensionally rough surface shown in Fig. 15, where the process
generating m, the interval between jumps, is a Poisson process, and
the height, _, which the function may assume at any jump is also a
random variable. This surface has been shown to have an exponential
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Fig. 15--Example of a random surface having
an exponential correlation coefficient.
correlation coefficient. Such a surface has many vertical points, and
therefore is in keeping with the general type of surfaces having the
exponential class of correlation coefficients in that the mean square
slope, S2, is indeterminate (or infinite). A finite portion of such a
surface made up of pieces of flat planes gives scattered power which
is wavelength dependent in the far field at any angle of incidence, as
_1_ary-_--_o_1_ly_ .............,,p_ t_y _h_ws:. this wavelength dependency
is also predicted by the statistical surface model having the exponen-
tial correlation coefficient, as evidenced from equation (3. 8b) or
(3. 10b) for backscattered power.
The artificial surface discussed here in Fig. 15 was only intro-
duced to illustrate one example of a surface possessing an exponen-
tial correlation coefficient. Surfaces which are smoothly curving
and have no vertical points generally have Gaussian class (parabolic
at origin) correlation coefficients. Daniels[ 19] shows examples of
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smooth random signals having Gaussian class correlation coefficients;
these he generated by passing white noise through a low-pass filter.
The resulting signals look quite similar to optical profiles of the
largest scale structure of the lunar surface. The point to be made
before leaving this subject is that while many classes of surfaces can
and do have exponential correlation coefficients, it appear_ to be
extremely doubtful that the largest scale structure of the lunar sur-
face has an exponential class of correlation coefficient. Therefore,
this class of correlation coefficient will not be seriously considered
in the remainder of this analysis when predicted results are to be
compared with lunar measurements.
d. Wavelength dependency
of backscattered power
Both the Gaussian and Bessel JPDF when used with the Gaussian
correlation coefficient yield a result for backscattered power which is
wavelength independent; this is reasonable since practically all three-
dimensional deterministic smoothly curving surfaces (that are of a
non-focusing shape) analyzed thus far exhibit backscattering cross
sections which are wavelength independent in the high frequency ap-
proximation and in the far field (e. g. , spheres, ellipsoids, spheroids,
specularly reflecting portions of a curved surface having two finite
radii of curvature, etc. ).
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The model employing the exponential correlation coefficient yields
a result for power which does depend upon wavelength; at normal inci-
dence, it varies as the square of wavelength. Measured backscattered
power from the lunar surface at various wavelengths seems to exhibit
a wavelength dependency; power at 3. 6 cmwavelength, as measured
by Pettengill and Evans[ 20] is generally somewhat higher and the
curve is slightly different in shape than the curve at 68 cm. There-
fore, many people feel that the theoretical problem of backscattering
from the lunar surface will never be solved completely until a solu-
tion is found which exhibits the proper wavelength dependency; in
their quest, many immediately adopt the exponential correlation coef-
ficient model, since it is the only statistical model exhibiting such a
wavelength dependency. However, upon closer examination, one sees
that if the exponential model really explained the wavelength depend-
ency of the lunar surface correctly, the results at normal incidence
Z
for 3. 6 cmwavelength should be (68/3. 6) = 356 times greater (or
25. 5 db higher) than those at 68cm. Such is far from being even
approximately related to the measured results. Thus, the exponen-
tial correlation coefficient model, although it does exhibit wave-
length dependency, cannot be seriously considered on this count alone
since the dependency is not correct. When the other faults of the
exponential correlation coefficient model (mentioned previously) are
considered also, this model falls back into its previous disfavor.
J
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In explanation of the observed wavelength dependency of the lunar
surface, this author prefers that offered by Pettengill[ g0] ; as wave-
length decreases, more surface structure which has dimensions in the
order of the magnitude of wavelength comes into play in the scattering
process. At larger wavelengths, this surface structure appears
smooth. Therefore, it is the effect of this "smallest visible" structure
which gives the backscattered power its wavelength dependency; this
small scale structure cannot be analyzed by physical optics and conse-
quently the hope of including this small scale structure functionally in
the solution seems dim. The correct wavelength dependency is thus a
function of the various scale structures involved in the scattering
process and its prediction for an unknown surface before measurement
is impossible.
As wavelength decreases and smaller scale structure comes into
play on the scattering process, the absolute mean square slope, Sz, of
the surface must increase since the smaller surface fluctuations are
seen in the scattering process as well as the large scale fluctuations.
Hence the Gaussian correlation coefficient models may be used if the
mean square slope S z is allowed to change to account for all the
2
visible roughness. Mean square slope, S , as determined from com-
parison of predicted with measured backscattered power_ must be
interpreted as applying only to that surface roughness which is larger
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in scale than the wavelength, and therefore is in a sense a function of
wavelength.
C. Evaluation of Certain Averages
Involving Surface Slopes
1. The probability density
function of surface slopes
In Section D of the previous part it was shown that in order to
find the backscattered power from non-perfectly conducting surfaces,
certain averages involving the s'orface slopes must be determined. In
particular, there are three averages which arise, as seen in equations
(2. 51):
Yl / 8¢i
< - > • and
J
d,i-e _Ii_ _J.up_a of _-L_ *'I_---._LII_ L J..L L_=: _t
ay_
surface and are to be expressed in terms of the slopes of the original
8_ and 8_ ) which lies in the x-y plane. It was
surface ( i. e. , _
shown in section C of the preceding part that the slopes 8_/8x and
8_ /By are statistically independent of each other at every point. In
the same section it was shown that if the rms surface slopes (i. e. ,
tan-I _< kSx//8_z> = tan-i I< (8_y_)2 > )are less than about 15" and
if the angle of tilt of the new surface about the x-axis (or angle of
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incidence away from normal), 0, is less than 75 °, then the new sur-
face slopes are related to the original ones as follows:
(3. 6a) 8xl = sec 0 8x
and
(3. 6b) - tan 0 +
8y I 8y
Then if the statistics of the original random variables _ and
a¢
-- are known, the statistics of the new random variables defined in
ay
(g. 4Za) and (Z. 4Zb) may be found. These two new random variables
8_I and 8_I will be statistically independent of each other since the
_Xl _Yl
original two surface slopes are independent.
It was mentioned in Section C of the preceding part that if the
JPDF of the original surface height _ is Gaussian and if the corre-
lation coefficient of the surface heights meets the proper requirements
on the continuity of its derivatives everywhere (these requirements
are met in the case of the Gaussian correlation coefficient), then the
surface slopes -_x and _y
JPDF of surface height, _,
are also Gaussian. In general, if the
is not Gaussian, the slopes need not be
Gaussian. However since only the single probability density func-
_('_x) 8(__y ) thetion of the slopes are required, i. e. , W s and W s ,
a_
requirements may be relaxed somewhat. (Requiring _x to have a
Gaussian JPDF is a more serious restriction than requiring it to
have a Gaussian SPDF. ) It will be assumed, therefore, that the
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a_ a_
surface slopes -_x and _ have a Gaussian SPDF regardless of the
form of the original surface JPDF. Immediately, the mean square
slopes of this SPDF are known from the derivations of the preceding
part: SZx= Sy \8x7 > = < \By/ = -_f ,"and < --8x> = <-8y > = 0.
Therefore, the SPDF for surface slopes becomes
(a¢/ax) 2 (a¢ lax)I
8[,"_ 1 4oZ/a z 1 -" 2 SxZ
(3. lla) Wsk.Sx] = e - e
az
and z z
(a _/ay) (a_ lay)
8/"\ I 4°z Iaz 1 2 S _
( 3. llb) WsL_y)= e - e Y
Hence, a change in random variables to 8xl and 8y I merely
results in a change of the means and variances in the above expres-
sions.
( 3. lZa)
ws J i2 " s
'_21'r_-- a zecz@
( a_ / ayl) l
40-1 s e cZO/a z
• e
Z_ S x s ec O
(a _I/axl )
gSZx sea z 0
e
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(3.iZb) _8 _i__ i
(8_I/8y I - tan O)
4_z/aZ
e
(8_i/8yi - tan O)1
Z
e 2 Syz_ sy
It is these new Gaussian probability density functions which must
be used to evaluate the averages in equations (2. 51).
o An approximate method of
evaluation of the surface
slope averages
Evaluation of the average of the three rational functions in
Oxl
and 8_I appears difficult. One approximation which might be made
Oyl
is to average numerator and denominator separately; i. e. ,
(._, l _ <¢__,_ >LT_T,/ LTeT,J
t.T_-_}t._?Ty,,s < \.Ox,l <kTy,) >
+\Oyl i
>
, and
>
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Such an averaging approximation is not valid in general since nu-
merator and denominator are not independent, b'a_ it often yields re-
sults which are surprisingly close to correct. In this case, the results
of such an approximation are extremely close to the actual values near
normal incidence. Although the exact averages are evaluated by com-
puter in the next subsection, the above approximations permit the l esults
to be written in a closed form in terms of the rough surface parameters,
which gives better insight into the nature of the scattering process.
When numerator and denominator of the above equations are e-
valuated by simply integrating, the results are:
/
(3. 14a) < L_._'_-1,/[_8 ' _z + _'-°Yl_X'--'-J(O_!_z]z > =
3 $4 s ec 4 O
1
S 4 (¼ sec 4 @ ÷ _ secZ0+ ¼) + Sz( sec z @ tanZ@ + 3tanZ@) + tan 4 @
( 3. 14b)
<
<
Xl / _.()Yl /
xl '/ \_Yl / J
>
>
S4 z ISZsec O+ _ secZOtanZO
3 1 zO + _ z 4$4(_ secaO+ gsec 4) + S (secZOtanZ0+ 3tanZO) +tan O
=:-"These approximations exhibit the proper belTavior all the way out
to grazing incidence, but the error increases to as much as 40% at
higher angles of incidence.
I( 3. 14c)
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3 4
S + 3S z tanZ@ + tan _I0
I 3$4(¼ sec4@+_ secZ8+_) + sZ( secZStanZ@+ 3tanZS) +tan48
2 2 = 2. 2 40-2
Here the substitution has been made S = 2S x Sy =7"
Although these approximations do not introduce considerable
error, the exact averages have nevertheless been evaluated in the
next subsections.
_ar:l/ax_ )3. Determination of WsL_-_l 7 By,
The averages of interest may be rewritten:
( 3. 15a)
taxi / w4
< _._x,7'_-_-c_j'+,._y,p___c,_,,I_ > : < _w' +_' >- °"
whe re
a r:l / ax,
W -= '
aC11 ayl
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The problem at hand therefore is the determination of the SPDF
of the newly defined random variable, w, by employing the SPDF's of
the original variables o_l and _
8xi 8yi
The following standard sta-
tistical process is used to determine this new SPDF.
a. Since _ and
_)Xl 8y 1 are independent, their joint probability
density function may be written
W\8-_l ' 8y 1 S\Oxlj S\ay 1]
- 8_1 and w = 8_1/8xi
b. Two new variables, v = 8y I 8_ I/8y I
defined; the new JPDF of v and w is found as follows;
are
whereIJl
va r fable s.
ra 1 w) a-z (v,wl). IJlW(v,w) = w_, -_ (v, ' yl
is the absolute value of the Jacobian of the two random
The domain of the new random variables must be deter-
A = [\8x8-_iI' 8yi } ; _co < 8xI ' 8y I
_I _1
The domain of _ and --8y1 is A,
mined from the domain of the original.
c. Finally, the SPDF of w is found by integrating on v, i. e. ,
Ws(w) = _ W(v,w) dv
_GO
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Therefore, A --" B, B={ (v,w); -m <w,v <+co } , i. e. , the mapping of
A onto B is single valued where v and w have values between+ co.
The Jacobian is given by
kax,/ _ \axl]
: (._ _ (____¢_ ,
." lal = lvl
2 V 2w (v - tan 0)
1 S z sec a @ S z I I
.'. W(v,w) = e [vl ;
Sz sec O
-co < VsW <+co •
Then the single probability density function Ws(w) is found by
integration over v.
tan z @ co
1 ---gr--_Ws(w ) = e [vl e
_r SZsec 0
--co
__ z ZtanZO
l (wZcosZO+ l)v +--_v
S z
dv
0isecotan2e[e_ - v e- av2 + bv$rS 2 coI" -av'-+_v_v1dv+ ve
0
co
g tanZOe-_ v e -avz
S z sec 6) 0
cosh by dv
(3. 16) .'. Ws(w )
tan2@ w 2
tan 0 sec z @ -_ wZ 4 secZ @
e
_ S(w 2 + sec 2 e) 3/2
[1 ]d_ _ tan @sec @ +( w 2 + sec2e) 11z tanZ@sec @e Sz
_r(w z+ secZ@)
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The function _(x) denotes the error function and is defined
X
2 _ _t z
_(x) =_- e dt (evaluated from tables, Ref. gS)
0
Hence, knowing Ws(w ), the averages in equations (3. 15) can be
evaluated in theory. In order to obtain an idea of the behavior of
Ws(w ) for various values of the parameters @and S, plots of this
probability density function are shown in Fig. 16.
4. Exact evaluation of the
surface slope averages
Theoretically, to find the averages GI, G2, and G 3 in equations
(3. 15), it is necessary to integrate the product of Ws(w ) and the
three functions in w which are to be averaged. It does not appear
possible to evaluate these integrals exactly from the tables because
of the appearance of the error function in the integrand. The function
(wZ+ sec2@)31z in the denominator precludes any simple evaluation by
complex variable theory. Since there is no large parameter,
asymptotic methods are of no avail. Therefore, the averages were
integrated on a computer by numerically integrating the various
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functions. The error involved in all cases was less than one part in
104. These averages are shown in Fig. 17; they will be used in the
next section.
D. Backscattered Power from a
Non-Perfectly Conducting
Surface
1. Circular polarization and
comparison with lunar
surface data
Equations (Z. 5Z) give the four baakscattering cross sections
involved in circular polarization in terms of the reflection coefficients
Pi_ and Pl and in terms of Q (the backscattering cross section for a
perfectly conducting surface). The function to be used for Q therefore
depends upon the statistical model chosen as the JPDF of the surface
height; in this analysis, both the Gaussian and the Bessel JPDF are
selected. The factors involving the reflection coefficients are func-
tions of the mean angle of incidence, @, the mean relative dielectric
constant of the surface, Or, and the surface conductivity; these
reflection coefficients are defined in equations {Z. 14a) and {Z. 14b).
The various surface slope averages G1, Gz, andG 3 evaluated in the
previous section are not needed for circular polarization and there-
fore the assumptions made in the previous section concerning the
statistical distribution of the surface slopes do not affect the accuracy
of the solutions for circular polarization.
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A dimensionless average backscattering cross section per unit
area can be defined here as in the case of the perfectly conducting sur-
face by dividing the respective cross sections by the mean area of the
scattering surface; e. g. , _/RR = <_RR > /LxLy" Thus the various
cross sections become
= _ 1 I PlI r, r' "(3. 17a) _RR _LL- _ (_ _'@)+ P_(_ _'e) Iz
_ i__ sinZe cosZ@
1 S z for Gaussian
_- cos40 e JPDF
6
sin 0cos O
3 4 S for Bessel
_2- cos 0 e JPDF
( 3. 17b)
_RL
Z
I o-o) l •
= _LR - _ P" r, r' '
_ 1
i-!-cos 4 @e _- sinZ@c°sZ@
S z
for Gaus sian
JPDF
6
3 -S sin Ocos O
-_ cos4O e
for Bessel
JPDF
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For surfaces such as sand, rock, gravel, dirt, and fresh _ater,
these reflection coefficients are almost completely insensitive to the
2
0-S
surface conductivity and to the wavelength ( so long as z-----z--< < 1 ).
c0 £s
However, for the sake of generality, values _ = 10 -5 mhos/meter
(typical for earth and rock) and k = 3 centimeters were used.
Curves were plotted from equations (3. 17) at various values of
the parameters Cr and S; these curves are shown in Appendix E.
Curves representing the polarized components of backscattered power,
7RE and _LR' are shown along with the curve for backscattered power
from the perfectly conducting surface; for the depolarized components
7RR and _LL there is no backscattered power from a perfectly con-
ducting surface.
At small mean square surface slopes (i.e. , less than I0°), one
will notice that the curves exhibit a non-zero minimum at some inter-
mediate angle of incidence; beyond this angle, 8, the scattered power
again increases to a maximum and then drops to zero at grazing inci-
dence. This minimum has not been fully explained, but the author
offers two reasons for its existence without proof:
(i) Both of the statistical models chosen for the JPDF do not
really represent a physical surface such as the lunar surface. In
the case of the perfectly conducting surface this minimum may not
appear when the proper surface JPDF is used.
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(ii) For the curves for the non-perfectly conducting surfaces,
part of the reason lies in the Brewster angle effect. This effect will
be seen more clearly later in the cases of linear polarization_ For
rough surfaces, this effect disappears as the surface becomes rougher,
S zi. e., as increases.
Pettengill has obtained curves of both the polarized and depolar-
ized backscattered power from the moon as a function of the angle of
incidence using circular polarization. When these are converted to
backscattering cross sections per unit area and plotted preserving
magnitude information, the "best fit" curves may be selected from the
appendix. This is done by matching curves both in form and absolute
value; in this manner, both mean square slope, Sz, and dielectric
constant, _r of the lunar surface can be predicted. These best fit
curves are shown in Figs. 18 and 19 for the Gaussian and Bessel
JPDF when both are used with the Gaussian class of correlation coef-
ficients.
The depolarized components are shown in each case also plotted
along with Pettengill's measured depolarization curve. Pettengill's
curve for the depolarized component must not be considered valid at
angles of incidence, 8, of less than about 20 °, because the isolation
in his antennas as far as the ability to discriminate between left and
right circular polarization is probably not more than 12-18 db.
Common sense indicates that actual depolarized power should be a
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minimum, if not zero, at normal incidence; Pettengill's curve does not
show this because of the lack of high isolation when the strong polarized
component is present. At angles greater than Z0 °, the polarized and
depolarized components are not greatly different and lack of isolation
is no longer a problem.
Both the Gaussian and Bessel JPDF best fit curves show that the
best value of overall dielectric constant for the lunar surface is slight-
ly greater than 3 (viz. , 3. i -3. 3) and that the rms slope of the rough-
ness seen at a wavelength of 68 cm is about 14 ° . This prediction for
the dielectric constant is not greatly different from that of
Pettengill[ Z0] , who suggested Z. 8.
2. Linear polarization
Equations (2. 51) give the four backscattering cross sections
involved in the backscattering of vertically and horizontally polarized
waves in terms of the reflection coefficients PI_ and pl, in terms of
the averages involving surface slopes GI,Gz, and G 3, and in terms
of the backscattering cross section of a perfectly conducting surface,
Q. Defined as dimensionless cross sections per unit area, these
quantities are
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( 3. 18a) "Yhh [ I Pl,(O) 12
: GI ( 0, S) -2Re( Pll
+ i Pl(o) l_G_(o,s)] x
(o) #;:_(o) ) az(0, S) +
I sinZ0 cosZ o
-_rI
-_- cos4 Oe
for Gaussian JPDF
-_-- sinOcosO
3 S
S---zcos40 e
for Bessel JPDF
( 3. 18b)
Z
"fvv =[IP,(O) I G3(0, S)-ZRe(Pli(O)p_(O))Gz(O,S) +
+ I Pil (o) I_-G_(o,s)] x
1
--- sinZOcosZO
1 S z
c°s40e
for Gaussian JPDF
3 --- sin O cos O
--v co s4 O e S
S _
for Bessel JPDF
(3. 18c)
_hv _vh [J p,,(o) + p_(o) I_= = Gz( O, S)] X
X
1 s4
-_co Oe
3
- cos4Oe
l sinZ o cosZ o
S z
sin O cos O
S
for Gaussian JPDF
for Bessel JPDF
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The curves for these cross sections are plotted in Appendix F
at various values of the parameters _r and S.
The Brewster angle effect is quite evident fronl the curves of
_vv when compared to those for _hh" The appearance of this effect
may be explained from equations (3. 18a) and ( 3. 18_. It is the par-
allel reflection coefficient p, which causes this effect; the signifi-
cance of the p, term is enhanced in (3. 18b) by multiplication by the
factor G 3(@,S) which increases with respect to @, whereas the signif-
icance of the Pll term in (3. 18a) is reduced by multiplication by the
factor GI(@,S) which decreases with respect to @. (The behavior of
GI and G 3 is shown in Fig. 17. ) However, as rms slope, S,
increases, the magnitude of G_(@,S) multiplying p, in (3. 18b)
decreases, which in turn decreases the Brewster angle effect. As
seen from the curves, the rougher the surface at a given wavelength
when measured in terms of the rms surface slope S, the less pro-
nounced is the Brewster angle effect. As the surface becomes
smoother, the Brewster angle effect increases until it becomes
identical to that for a plane surface. This effect is observed from
experiment also.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to compare these cross sections
for linear polarization with measured power from the lunar surface,
because a radar pulse linearly polarized striking a certain section of
the moon has both vertical and horizontal components, depending upon
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what point of the illuminated annulus one is considering. However,
there are measurements underway for power scattered from planar
rough surfaces of terrain and other artificial rough surfaces on the
earth, and when this measured data is ready it will be compared with
the curves in the Appendix.
3. Scattering of linear polari-
zation from the Moon
As mentioned previously, linear waves striking an hemispherical
surface are vertically polarized at certain points of the illuminated
annulus, (see Fig. Z0), for example, at A, and horizontally polarized
E i
INCIDENT WAVE
DIRECTION OF
PROPAGATION
A
da
_-- RADAR PULSE
LENGTH
Fig. 20--Geometry of spherical scattering body
illuminated by a radar pulse.
at other points such as B, while at the remaining points the waves
are a combination of both vertical and horizontal. Thus an average
cross section per annulus must be determined in terms of the
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horizontal and vertical cross sections _hh' _vv' _/hv by finding the
return from an element of area da and then integrating the result
over the entire annulus. This is done in Ref. 29, and the resulting
backscattering cross sections per unit area for a given annulus
(before averaging over many such annuli) are repeated here.
Ell i 1
_ + _'_
( 3. 19a) = [ 3_hh+4_hv + 3_vv + (ahh avv ahhavv) ]
Area 8 Area
( 3. 19b) 2_ I I [_hh+4=hv+ _ _(ahhavv + ahhavv)]
Area 8 Area w
0-, is the total backscattering cross section from a range ring
(annulus) when power is transmitted and received with linearly
polarizing antennas which are parallel in polarization direction to
each other (representing the polarized return). The cross sections
and scattering matrix elements _hh' ffhv' _vv' ahh' avv' are defined
in SectionD of the preceding part. _± is the total cross section from
a range ring when the linear transmitting and receiving antennae
have their polarization directions perpendicular to each other ( repre-
senting the depolarized return).
such a range ring. Fortunately,
The area involved is the area of
such an averaging process over a
range ring is not necessary when one is considering only circular
polarization states, since, for example, right circular polarization
remains right circular at every point on a range ring.
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When the quantities involved in ( 3. 19a) and ( 3. 19b) are substi-
tuted in and averages are made, the resulting average backscattering
cross sections become
< _ll > I
(3. Z0a) _i_ - Area - 8 [zl_,,(e)-_±(0) _-* I p,,(e) * _Se )l _ ] x
1 sinZ@ cosZ @
S z
for Gaussian JPDF
--- sin @cos@
3 S
_2- c°s4O e for Bessel JPDF
( 3. ZOb) _< i l'-(o) + p/O ) ]-',"± - [0p,,
Area 8 " "
1
cos40 e
i sinZ 0 cosZ o
Sz
for Gaussian JPDF
1
7
¢
cos 4 O e S
sin@ cos @
for Bessel JPDF
These average cross sections per range ring are plotted in
Appendix G at various values of the parameters _r and S. It
should be noted from the above equations that these cross sections,
like those for circular polarization (per range ring also), are not
functions of the averages involving slope, GI, Gz, and G 3. However,
these cross sections are somewhat different in form from those for
= i Manycircular polarization; it is interesting to note that 7x 2 7RR"
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attempt in the literature to conupare results made with linear polari-
zation directly with Pettengill's curves made using circular polari-
zation. That such a comparison cannot be made is evident when
comparing "g11 with _/RL "
The author at the present time has no curves of backscattered
power from the lunar surface using linear polarization to compare
with those predicted in this subsection. In the near future, such
measurements will begin at The Ohio Stage University Antenna Labo-
ratory, and the measured data will be compared with the curves in
Appendix G.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, this analysis offers the following original contri-
butions to the theory of backscattering of electromagnetic waves from
rough surfaces.
(a) The approximations generally implicit in the analyses of
most investigators are critically reviewed here and the validity of
each is discussed. Several of the serious restrictions and approxi-
mations are avoided in this analysis.
(b) It is found that the usual Kirchhoff-Huygens form of the
physical optics integral suffers from the neglect of an important
term in the analysis of scattering from perfectly conducting surfaces;
this term is insignificant only near normal incidence. This term is
included in the present analysis and resultant mathematical difficul-
ties are avoided by a proper choice of the coordinate system. The
results of this more exact formulation are quite simple mathemati-
cally and compare quite favorably with measured average backscat-
tered power from rough surfaces, whereas former results were
generally several degrees of magnitude in error at scattering angles
more than 45 ° from normal.
195 •
(c)
studied,
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Backscattering from non-perfectly conducting surfaces is
and a simple integral form for the backscattered field from
any scattering object is derived; this integral involves the local
Fresnel parallel and perpendicular reflection coefficients and also
the local surface slopes on the object. For rough surfaces, results
for average backscattered power are obtained which permit one to
determine the dielectric constant of a given scattering surface when
compared with measured backscattered power from the surface. The
predicted results are compared in particular with average backscat-
tered power from the moon, and the comparison shows that the lunar
surface has a relative dielectric constant of about 3. Z and a root mean
square roughness slope of about 14 ° when compared to the measured
return at 68 cm wavelength.
(d) In the analysis of backscattering from non-perfectly con-
ducting surfaces, it is shown that depolarization does take place and
an expression for the depolarized component is derived for both line-
ar polarization states and circular polarization. The phenomenon
of depolarization of backscattered waves is both intuitively logical
and has been observed experimentally, but to date no theory of back-
scattering from perfectly conducting surfaces ( or even non-perfect-
ly conducting for that matter) employing the physical optics approxi-
mation has managed to yield any depolarization. The depolarized
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component derived here conforms to one's expectations; it is smallest
at normal incidence and at grazing incidence, and it increases in naag-
nitude as surface roughness increases.
(e) Several statistical models are employed simultaneously and
the results for average backscattered power are compared with meas-
ured results in each case. Thus one can readily see just how much
error is introduced by each model. Surprisingly, both models for the
surface joint probability density function give similar results (within
about 6 db everywhere), whereas they are locally somewhat different
--_ exponential correlation coefficient model,in shape. _-- s_ .....
although it yields satisfactory curves for backscattered power, is
shown to lead to contradictions and absurdities regarding surface
r oughne s s.
(f) Several facts about general rough surface statistics are
brought out. Relationships for the root mean square surface slope
derived from the surface correlation coefficient are examined in
detail, and at least two misconceptions found in the literature in this
respect are clarified. One involves the determination of the rms
slope from the surface correlation coefficient and the other demon-
strates that surfaces having exponential correlation coefficients all
have infinite rms surface slopes.
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The results of backscattering from rough surfaces has by no means
been completely solved here. Only scattering from surfaces with rough-
ness large in terms of wavelength has been considered here. The entire
analysis has been restricted to backscattering rather than the more
general case of bistatic scattering. The importance and role of the
statistical model in the behavior of backscattered power has been only
superficially examined here. Secondary effects such as multiple scat-
tering by various points on the surface, shadowing, and treatment of
inhomogeneous scattering bodies are omitted here. Hence, there is
fertile ground in any of these areas for future investigation.
APPENDIX A
i. Proof of(3-i0) and (3-11):
3
-- -- _ A _ 8_ _ ds, where _i = A A A A A• -- • --- •x, e2=y , ea zV¢ H ds = e_ 8x_
c a=l c
Also, define Ga = 8__ _o Application of StoKes theorem yields
8x_
3 3
_a "_a ds = e a (VX ). nAda.
iJ
_= i C Of= 1 Sl
But: a¢V 8x a 8x a V X _I,
The first term can be simplified by re-arranging;
X ° n = - (n X H) • V 8xa
3
= .nA X H) • W¢.
". e a (n X H) - q 8x a
_=I
The second term can be simplified using Maxwell' s equations;
_£x2 ^ a¢ 2).a¢ vx • n= -j_ ( -8xa
o
e e
c
H • ds -- - £
Sl
[(nXH) ,, 'TV@ +j¢o{ (n° E) 7¢] da
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Proof of (3-11) is analagous to the proof of (3-i0).
2. Proof of (3-14b) :
R = J(x' -x) 2 + (y, _ y) 2 + (z' - z) 2.
A A A
. (x'-x) x + (y' -y)y + (z'-z) z R A
.. _TR = - = --- = -_
_(x'-x)2+ (y'-z)*+ {z'-z)2 R
o Proof of (3-14c) :
( )V_ = d__ VR = 1 eJkr (-Q) = -jk CQdR + jk T-
4. Proof of (3-14d) :
F
(nAXH) • %W%5 = (nAxH) . V -_rl
dR dR 2 dR dR
= -(n AXH) • VR _-_\dR _
But if the field point P' is far from the surface compared with any
dimension of the surface, then the unit vectorj _, is constant not only
in magnitude, but is nearly constant in directlon over the surface as a
function of R for a fixed field point P'. Therefore, d_/dR _ O.
( ^ ^d d_} _ _, {nA X H} VR rl"" --dR d-R _" dR 2 • =-(n× H) -
.2 (An X H} • V?{l} = [ (_ X _I) • _]r I .
The proof of the second equation of (3-14d) is identical.
APPENDIX B
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Fig. z5--Exaggerated view of the phase distortion introduced
between different points on the surface.
In subsection 2, of Section A of Chapter II, the approximation
was made that the line R is almost parallel to the zI axis when the
observation point P' is far enough away so that the distance R is
approximately given by
(A-l) R_ _ R o - _z ;
this is to be used in the exponential ejkR = eJkRo • e -jk_l. It is well
known from diffraction and antenna theory, however, that for a
generally deterministic aperture or scatterer if R o < 2DZ/k, then
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approximation of I_.by eqc_at-cn (A-l) introduces a phase e:ror in the
,xponential _hich is la_ge_ than _/8. It will be sho_n l_er," that when
2D z/ka _urface is randomly rough, the usual far field criteri_n i_,
1_ed not be applied. The Gau_sian JPDF model and Gauo,_ian =orre-
latio_ coefficient will be used for this demonstration.
Let R be given by its rp.ore exact expression,
r z D z D z D z
R -_ _(Ro-_l) + _ Ro - %, + --_R o _I + .... ,
- 2(Ro-_) ZRo
where R o >>-D,_I •
The additionel tern_ DZ/ZRo then appears in the phase factor
of (2. 24); for the geometry shown, D z = x_ + y_. Thus the backscat-
t_red po_er is given by
Dt z
I I
e-) 2k &1 + jZk gl + jk ZR O da_1 d3q dx I dy I
DI
kZ I Hi z £, akin(-Yl) + j
e _ ......
4_r
D1
_Z
+ ( yI ->
e 5_
T
Upon :nak,__,5_; the s_,bstitution >I = xl + T x, Yl
!
arrives at a quadruple integra] in t_'rms of x_,fl, "rx'
I.a v I
and !oecer l'lrnitb oh *hP i.ntcgr;_ 1 in T. are "- - -.-. and
!
-jZkn% *(j_-kn_' dx_e_y_ dx_d31
= _ri ÷ cos 0 rg, one
Ty. The upper
L x
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t
while the upper and lower limits on the integral in Ty are Ly _ sec @ylZ
T
and - Ly _ sec 0 Yl; using the same reasoning as before upon averaging,
g
these limits on rx and ry may be replaced by+ co because the integrand
becomes vanishingly small when rx and Ty become large due to the
joint characteristic function. Therefore, the average power may be
written
GO CO
2COS 0< IHS[ z> = z M(-jZk sec 8, jZk sec @;p)
4"rrZRo _ao
-CO
-jZk sin Or + j k
e Y _(TZx+ COS z OT_ )
(Lx/Z k cos @/Z k ' k '
Y J _o WxXl + j _ cos OTyy 1
e
- x/2 -LyCOS 0/2
X
dTxdTy •
I I
The integration in braces over x I and Yl may be carried out,
yielding
¢0
IZLxLy
< IHs[z> = I cos zO
4_ z R z _co kL x
gRo rx)
sin\y o cosZ0Ty)
(kEy cosZ 0 ry) "M[['(-jZksecO,jgksecO;p)
\ZR o
X
k
e-JZksinOT + jy ( TZX + cosZO T_) dT X dry
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In the case of the Gaussian JPDF and Gaussian correlation coef-
ficient, the joint characteristic function becomes
/
-4_Zk z sec z O (l-
M_,(-jZksec 8,jZksec O;p) = e \
- 4o-2k 2 sec 2 O 132
" e a z
e a2 )
the second approximation is possible because 4_2k zsecz@ >> 1 for the
pZ Z + r_ , one canclass of surfaces under consideration. Since = Tx
easily see that the joint characteristic function goes to zero very
rapidly for rx and Ty even slightly different from zero due to the
large constant 4_2kZsecZ@/aZ in the exponent. However, in this range
of small rx and ry, the factors in square brackets in the integrand
are almost identically unity because of the small constants kgx/ZR o
and kLy cosZ@/2Ro; it was assumed previously that Lx/R o,
Zy/R o << i. Therefore these terms in brackets have the nearly
sin x
constant value Lira x - l over the ranges of small Tx and ry
x--" 0
and may be replaced by their limiting value. The integral becomes
kZl H il z LxLyCOSZ@
< IHSl2> -
Z
4_ z R o
CO
GO
4 secZO k ).rx z
e- °-ZkZ_ - j _ dr x
4 secZO k ) Z_jZksinOrye- _ZkZ --a-T--- -j _ c°sZO -ry
--CO
d ry .
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When these integrals are evaluated from the tables, they give
Z 4
< IHslZ > = IHil L_EyCOS O a i 1
4v RZo 4°-z 1-j cosZ 0
8k R o _z
e
a z (a zcos4@)8kRo_Z-- X sinZ0cosZ@/ l-j4_z
However, this above equation reduces identically to (3. 10a)
when one replaces Sz = 40-Z/a z and converts to backscattering cross
section per unit area i__fthe imaginary term is very much less than
unity w11=,_verl..... it appears, This stiDulation, requires that
a z/8kRo ffz<< i, or
(A-Za) 8kRo_Z > > 1
a z
Stated in terms of rms surface slope, this requirement becomes
(A-Zb) ZS z • kR o >> 1 .
This demand is nearly always satisfied, since kR o is a very large
number. However, one cannot expect that when mean square sur-
face slope, Sz, approaches zero in the limit that the resulting back-
scattered power is valid for a smooth flat plate because of violation
of the implied restriction imposed by (A-2). Nonetheless,
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restriction (A-Z) is much more easily satisfied in general than by
requiring that Ro > 2Lzxk , as, for instance, when one considers the
moon as a scattering body.
APPENDIX C
It has been shown in subsections 4 and 5 of Section D of Chapter
II that certain integrals of the following form are to be evaluated.
dxl dxl dye.
The primed quantities are considered at the surface point (xl,y_)
while the unprimed quantities are at point (x I ,Yl). The functions
8_1 and _ which are
f (8_i , 8_i _ involve the surface slopes 8x---_ 8yl
\8xl 8yl )
independent from each ottxer at any surface point; for example, the
quantity f can represent the function
8xz 8yz
P
which appears in equations (g. 45) and ( 2. 46) for the depolarized
scattered linear component.
The surface slopes _ and _ are functions of the original
surface slopes _x and -_y of the rough planar surface located in the
x-y plane" the functional relationships between 8_I B_I and 8_____8_
' 8x---T' 8yl Ox' _Y
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are given in equations (Z. 41) and (2.4Z). Hence the function f can be
a_ at
considered a function of "_x and _y , i.e.,
where
\Sx 8y \8xi 8YI /
The second average in the integral of I is given by
(C-l) < e-JZk( _I -_i )> = eJZkl sin @(y-yJ)
. M_1(-jZksec@, jaksec @;p)
following the analysis of subsection Z, Section B of Chapter IL In
the case where the Gaussian JPDF and Gaussian correlation coef-
ficient are used, this characteristic function becomes
(C-Z) M_/= e -4kz°-a seca@ a_-_ ,
ficient between
distance along the mean surface plane between
where pZ = TXZ + T_ -_
points (xl,Yl) and x_,yf).
8k 8_/ (as well as and -- )
The random variables -_x and 8x----j -_y 8yt
appearing in the averages of gg are correlated; the correlation coef-
_x and _x I is given in subsection 4, Section C of
Chapter II. The correlation function is
O_ a_ /
(C..3) < > = S z
8x 8x I x
• a__j_
+ --
R( _.2 + .rz)
x y
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2) =e-(TX2+ T_/aZ = e-PZ/a2 = surface height correla-
where R( _Tx2 + ry
z = Zo_2/a 2 = mean square x-direction slope, andtion coefficient, Sx
RSx = RSy = correlation coefficients for x and y direction slopes.
From (C-3), these correlation coefficients of surface slopes are
a 2 O2
_4_i _Sx_x_+_ 1 _I_-x_+_I
Y 2 0 r_ Y
2¢_ _ _+_/a'-1 - a--=j e _'x
(C-4b) ( _ITK = eRSy y a2 J
Hence,
0_ and at' z
are given in terms of S xOx Ox_
gg are also in terms of S x and RSx
fore, write
since the second order probability density functions of
and R S , then the averages of
x
(and also S zy and RSy ). There-
(c-5)
I
°')"<°<, , = RSy< g _ g _,_, _,) > h(Sx, RSx; Sy, ) .
But it can be seen from (C-l) and (C-Z) that the character-
istic function in the integrand becomes vanishingly small for Tx or
Ty slightly different from zero due to the large constant 4k2_2secZO/a 2
in the exponential of (C-2), whereas in this range of very small Tx
and Ty, RSx and RSy are still very close to unity, as can be seen
from equations (C-4). Therefore, the average of the functions gg*
are essentially constant over the range of very small Tx and Ty in
which the joint characteristic function (C-l) is non-zero; this constant
l
JZlO
value is that where rx = Ty = 0 and RSx
the form in (C-5) may be replaced by
= RSy = i. Hence, averages of
(c-6) <g '_ \ax" ay'/ >
= <
=< g '_y
ra ' >g_x' ' 8y_J
z
>
i. e. , the random variables
this range so that 8--x = _-_1 .
and 8-_i are perfectly correlated in
These averages as in (C-6) are no
longer functions of "rx or Ty and may be removed from the integrand.
APPENDIX D
From equations ( 3. 5) , the statistical model for the JPDF to be
used is
3
(D-I) W( ;p) = z Vz
_z( 1 -R z) 1-R z)I/_ ]
where _ and _' are the two random variables representing '-_--t._sur ;_
height at the points (x,y), and (x',y'); R is the correlation coefficient
between _ and _', while the means of _ and _' are both zero and the
variances of both are zz. K i is a first order modified Bessel function
of the second kind. R is a function of p = J(x-x') z + (y_y,)Z i.e.
separation between the two points.
A. Determination of the Joint
Characteristic Function
The joint characteristic function is defined as
GO
_CO
CO
3 F
wzo-z( 1 - R z) I/z
_00
ju_ +jv_' _,;e W(_, p) d_d_'
Zll
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Make the following change of variables
o- ; Y o-(I-R z)*Iz
Then the joint characteristic function becomes
M[_ _'( ju, jr; p)
co . uo-( 1-R 2) l/z
_.z e _-
-CO
Y + j uo-R uo-
_-- _+J _ X
where a =
Is1Tr
_co
1
-co
u(r( 1-R z)I/z
I,_l y K,(
e jay y KI(
dx}e jbx x KI( x I)
IT
and b =-_.--(uR + v)°
The integrals in braces
are identical in form and each is integrated as follows
e jay yKx (-y) dy
But
co 0
'Se ay,yIK1, ,d =X[11" 11" i
-(D
co
+ _eJayyKl(y) dy]
0
0 _09 co
- eJayyIKz (-y) dy = + eJayyK1 (-y) dy = e-jayyIK1 (y) dy ,
-co 0 0
where the last integral was obtained by replacing y by -y. Thus the
original integral becomes
CX3
l_eJaY i
-0:3
_Z
,'%
i 11Yl KI( _ y, )dy = --
"I1"
0
( ejay + e -jay )yK l(Y)dy
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2C
= _j y cos ay KI(v) dy .
The last integral is evaluated in the tables[ Ref. g8, p. 763, #12] :
CO
y cos ay Kl(y) dy=
( 1 + aZ)3/z
0
Hence the joint characteristic function becomes
Mgg,(ju, iv; p)
1 1
(1 + a a)_la ( 1 + b e ) 3/a
1 1
(D-Z) . . M_,(ju, jv;p) =
(1 uz_2 ) _12 (1 _z z)_lz+_( 1-R a) + (uR+ v)
Several facts may be readily verified from this characteristic
function:
(i)
QO
-CO
W(_,_')d_d_ '= M¢_,(j0,j0;p)
(ii)
(iii)
8M
0 =<g> =<g'> =-j ¢_'
8u u
o_z = <_z> = <g,z> = _ 8ZM_ '
8u z
,v=O
U, V =- 0
8M_,
J av I
lu, v=0
v=O
(iv) _zR = < _'> _ azMg¢ ,
8u 8v
u, v = 0
ZI4
Thus the statistical model of (D-I) and (D-Z) possesses all the
necessary requirements of a true probability density function and
characteristic function of a random surface height, except that
W(_,_';p) is not symmetric in _ and _' ( and consequently
M_,(ju, jv;p) is not symmetric in u and v).
B. Evaluation of Integral ( 2. 26)
and(Z ZV1
Employing the statistical model of (D-Z) for the joint character-
istic function, the expressions for the covariance between the scattered
fields at two frequencies (given in (Z. 26) and (Z. Z7); (2. 26) is the
same as (4. I) when the average backscattered field is zero) can be
evaluated; by making the frequencies equal to each other, the result is
the average backscattered power. Since both integrals are similar in
form, only the derivation for (2. Z6) will be made here. The integral
of this equation has the form
GO
I =-I" 9J°( Zkl sin @9) M_'(-JZkl sec@,+jZkzsec@;p) dp,
0
where according to (D-2), the joint characteristic function has the
gkl sea O_
form ( defining m =-
M_,(-j2kl sec @,jZkzsec @;p) =
and n - Zkzsec @o-
lf
1
{[ l+mZ( 1-RZ)] [ l+(-mR+n)Z]} #z
1
Z15
Upon expanding D, one has
D= l+m z+n z+mznz(l-R z)+m 4(Rz-R 4)-Zmn(R+mz(R-R 3))
But as correlation function R approaches zero, (i. e. , for
separation, p, very large) , this function becomes D = l+mZ+nZ+mZn z,
which is a very large quantity because of the fact that k l_ and kz_ are
very large. Hence I/D _z is very small and the integrand is negligible.
But for R = I (i. e. , p= 0), then D = l+mZ+nZ-Zmn = l+(m-n) Z which
may be small for m and n approximately equal. However, since D
becomes very large for R varying slightly from unity, the first two
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terms in the series expansion of R = e -P-la may be used (only the
Gaussian class correlation coefficient model is considered here) ;
therefore, in this range, R = 1 - pZ The equation for D becomes,
a z
= i + (m-n) Z + _Z [mz(m_n) z+ mn] pz , orD
D -= _z + _ZpZ ,
where _z = i + (m-n) z
Let _ = Zkl sin 0.
, _Z = _ [mZ(m_n) Z + ran]
a
Therefore the integral I becomes
GO
1 _ 1 1 _,_I =_ PJo('VP) dp- _z e
0 (pz + _ z/_z)3/2
The value of this last integral was found in Ref. Z8, p. 696, #6. 554-4.
Substituting the actual constants into _, and _ and noting that
k z = k I + Ak, one obtains
I 4 _z Ak z ec z 0s
1 6 4
__ ¢4 sec 4 0k_ Z_k z + -_ CZsecZ0 kl (kl + Ak)
a 9
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however, since Ak << k I, the expression for _ becomes
a V o-sec 8kl + --3°-zAkZsecZ@ = Z a kl
sec O_
Therefore, the integral I becomes
I- 3 a z cosZ@
8 o-zk_
4 secZ@)3]z1+-_ eZAk z
cos @
substituting this value for I into the covariance of equation ( Z. Z6) and
employing the fact that Sz =74_z , and klkz - 1 for Ak << k 1, one
obtains
i i
s s* H0 1H0z 3 ejAkR o
(D-3) Coy[ HIH z ] = 4"n" R2o SZ LxLy
sin(Ak sin @ Ly)_
Ak sin @ Ly 2/
-_ sin 0cos O
cos40 e
4 ] #zi + -- o-ZAk z sec z@3
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The averaged backscattered power is obtained by setting kl =kz=k,
f_k = 0 in the above equation; this gives
I Hi iz LxLy
(D-4) Var[H s] <IHSl z z _PC :
4Tr R o
] H il z 3 __-6S sin 0 cos 0
z LxLy Sz cos _0 e
4_r R o
Equation (D- 3)
to find ( 3. 10c).
is equation (4. 7) of the text while (D-4) is used
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